
THE HOMESCHOOL RESOURCE ROADMAP COMMON CORE PROJECT

INDEPENDENT 

These companies - listed in alphabetical order - have not changed anything in regards to the CCS/NGSS/C3 
and intend to remain INDEPENDENT of the initiative. They may or may not know of ways in which their 
materials happen to somehow match some aspects of the CCS/NGSS/C3, but any such connections are 
purely circumstantial and the providers do not endorse/promote the initiative.
 
It must be noted that the lists simply indicate each company's position relative to the CCS/NGSS/C3. The 
coordinator of the research project does not endorse or reprove the use of any of these products and 
resources; it is up to each individual homeschool family to determine which materials - in any category - it 
should use.
 
Similarly, though I endeavor to be as accurate as possible, it is incumbent upon each family to do its own 
research because it's possible that the positions of some of these entities may change over time.

RESOURCE NOTES

1. 1+1+1=1

2. 2Howling Monkeys

3. 3 Dinosaurs

4. 4 Little Penguins

5. 7 Sisters

6. 12 Tone Music Publishing

7. 40 Day Prayer Covenant

8. 52 Bible Lessons

9. 101 Series, The (Wes Olson)

10. 599CD (PC Learning Zone)

RESOURCE NOTES

11. AAA Math

12. AAA Spell (and Vocabulary)

13. AAA Where

14. Abadaba Alphabet
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http://www.1plus1plus1equals1.net/
http://www.abadabaalphabet.com/
http://www.aaawhere.com/
http://www.aaaspell.com/
http://www.aaamath.com/
http://599cd.com/
http://www.the101series.com/
http://52biblelessons.com/
http://theprayercovenant.org/
http://www.12tonemusic.com/
http://7sistershomeschool.com/
http://4littlepenguins.weebly.com/
http://3dinosaurs.com/
http://www.2howlingmonkeys.com/


15. Abbeville Press

16. ABC Jesus Loves Me

17. A Beka A Beka's use of the term “Next-Generation” refers to the 
company's digital products. Neither A Beka's digital line nor its 
traditional products have any connection to the Next Generation 
Science Standards (NGSS) associated with the CCS or to any 
CCS-associated standards.

18. A Beka Academy A Beka's use of the term “Next-Generation” refers to the 
company's digital products. Neither A Beka's digital line nor its 
traditional products have any connection to the Next Generation 
Science Standards (NGSS) associated with the CCS or to any 
CCS-associated standards.

19. Abiding Truth Ministry

20. Ability Based Learning (Joyce Herzog)

21. Abingdon Press

22. Ablaze Publications (Worldview Matters)

23. Abrome Since Abrome “learners take full control and ownership of what 
they want to learn and how they want to learn,” each student has 
complete control over what resources s/he chooses to use.

24. Academic Associates Reading Program 

25. Academy of Science for Kids

26. Accelerated Christian Education (ACE) ACE does offer Rosetta Stone, which his aligned to the CCS. 
However, it is an elective, not a program requirement.

27. Aceable

28. Acellus Acellus has “developed courses that align to Common Core State
Standards.” It “also offer[s] a non-Common Core edition for 
most...courses. Parents may select the version of the course that
is best suited to their educational goals.”

29. Adams Media (FW Media) The content of most Adams Media books will not be adjusted for 
the CCS. However, in 2015 the company has published five 
books for parents about CCS content: The Everything Parent’s 
Guide to Common Core Math: Grades K-5, The Everything 
Parent’s Guide to Common Core Math: Grades 6-8, The 
Everything Parent’s Guide to Common Core ELA: Grades K-5, 
The Everything Parent’s Guide to Common Core ELA: Grades 6-
8, and The Everything Parent’s Guide to Common Core Science:
Grades 6-8.

30. Advanced Training Institute International 
(ATI)

31. Advanced Writing Resouces
(The Lybrand Writing Method)

32. Advance Publishing

33. Advantage Guided Reading
(A Beginning Advantage)

34. Adventures from the Book of Virtues The Adventures from the Book of Virtues videos were produced 
between 1996 and 2000 by William Bennett. Dr. Bennett, a 
strong proponent of the CCS, has subsequently founded K12, a 
curriculum that is CCS-aligned. However, the videos were 
produced more than a decade before the CCS was implemented 
and have not been revised to align.
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http://www.voicesempower.com/william-bill-bennett-out-promoting-common-core-materials-why/
http://www.voicesempower.com/william-bill-bennett-out-promoting-common-core-materials-why/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0227868/
http://www.abeginningadvantage.com/guidedreadinginfohome.html
http://www.advancepublishing.com/
http://advanced-writing-resources.com/
http://ati.iblp.org/ati/
http://www.adamsmediastore.com/
https://www.acellus.com/
http://www.aceable.com/
http://www.aceministries.com/
http://www.academyofscienceforkids.com/
http://academic-associates.com/?page=home
http://abrome.com/
http://www.biblicalworldview.com/
http://www.abingdonpress.com/
http://www.abilitybasedlearning.com/
http://www.abidingtruthministry.com/
http://www.abeka.com/Digital/
http://www.abeka.com/Digital/
https://www.abekaacademy.org/Homeschool/
http://www.abeka.com/Digital/
http://www.abeka.com/Digital/
http://www.abeka.com/HomeSchool/Default.aspx
http://www.abcjesuslovesme.com/
http://www.abbeville.com/


35. Adventures in Odyssey

36. Adventure Publications

37. Adventures of Bible Bear, The

38. Affordable Preschool Program

39. Africa World Press/The Red Sea Press

40. Agape Catholic Bible Study

41. Aiko & Egor (See Beneath)

42. Aim Academy (Debra Bell) Aim Academy offers AP courses, which are not directly covered 
by the CCS because they are the equivalent of freshmen-level 
college courses. However, it's worth noting that all AP courses 
must be approved by the College Board and that the College 
Board is in the process of changing   AP courses and tests 
“reconcile” AP with the CCS. In order to maintain College Board 
approval, Aim Academy may have to make related changes as 
well. Similarly, Aim Academy prepares students for CLEP, ACT, 
and SAT testing. As such, if/when those tests align to the CCS, 
Aim may need to make some changes to its course content.

43. AKA Homeschool Mom

44. Albert's Insomnia

45. Alcazar Audioworks

46. Alef Press

47. ALEKS ALEKS has a number of aligned courses and some “traditional” 
(non-aligned) ones. I recommend checking directly with the 
company to determine the status of particular courses.

48. ALERT Cadet

49. Alfa Typing

50. Alfred Music

51. Algebra for Breakfast

52. ALISON

53. All About GOD

54. All About History

55. All About Learning Press
  All About Spelling
  All About Reading

 

56. All American History  

57. Allon Books

58. Alphablocks Alphablocks is “is based on the Early Years Foundation Stage 
phonics programme taught in Reception in the United Kingdom” 
rather than any US standards.

59. Alpha-Omega (AOP)
  Horizons
  Ignitia
  LIFEPAC
  Monarch

Alpha-Omega has purposed to avoid using any CCS-related 
resources when making any revisions to any of its product lines. 
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http://www.aop.com/
http://www.alphablocks.tv/
http://www.allonbooks.com/home.html
https://www.brightideaspress.com/store/index.php?main_page=index&cPath=4_17
http://allaboutlearningpress.net/go.php?id=134
http://www.allabouthistory.org/
http://www.allaboutgod.com/
https://alison.com/
http://www.algebraforbreakfast.com/
http://www.alfred.com/
http://www.alfatyping.com/
http://www.alertcadet.org/
http://www.aleks.com/
http://www.alefpress.org/
http://www.alcazaraudioworks.com/
http://albertsinsomnia.com/
http://akahomeschoolmom.com/
http://www.aasa.org/content.aspx?id=27296
http://www.aasa.org/content.aspx?id=27296
http://debrabell.com/
http://www.aikoandegor.org/
http://www.agapebiblestudy.com/
http://www.africaworldpressbooks.com/servlet/StoreFront
http://affordablepreschoolprogram.com/
https://www.facebook.com/biblebear101
http://www.adventurepublications.net/children-s.html
http://www.whitsend.org/


  Switched-On Schoolhouse
  Weaver

60. Alpha Ome  g  a Institute (AOI)

61. Alpha-Phonics

62. Always Ice Cream Content produced by Always Ice Cream is independent of the 
CCS. However, the site allows users to post suggested video 
content, some of which comes from sources aligned with or 
correlated to the CCS.

63. Amanda Bennett  

64. Amazing Bible Timeline

65. Ambleside Online The Ambleside Online Advisory has directed interested parties to 
gauge the intent and content of AO's program based on its 
website rather than on a statement from them. Being familiar with
AO and having examined the site, I know there is no direct CCS-
alignment, but I did discover that AO recommends some math 
programs that are aligned. Of course, it also recommends some 
that are not, so AO users have clear choices in that regard.

66. Ambrose Video

67. American Girl American Girl does include a miniature verrsion of a CCS-aligned
Pearson textbook in one doll accessory   kit. But in terms of its 
books and magazine, the company “does not officially submit to 
any curriculum or educational standards” at this time. It may 
decide to do so at some point in the future, but has no immediate
plans for such and endeavor.  

68. American Heritage Education Foundation Materials produced by the non-profit AHEF are currently 
independent of the CCS. However, it may eventually show 
correlations (after the social studies CCS are developed).

69. American Heritage Girls

70. American History for the Ears
(Homeschool Radio Shows)

71. American Home-School Publishing

72. American Language Reading Program 
(Lighthouse Publishers)

73. American Technical Publishers

74. American View, The
(Institute on the Constitution)

75. America's Christian History

76. America's Math Teacher (Math Essentials)

77. AMES International School of Ministry

78. AMG Publishers

79. Ampersand Press

80. Analytical Grammar 

81. Aneko Press

82. Angelicum Curriculum
(Great Books Academy)

Angelicum Curriculum uses some pre-CCS versions of resources
that are now aligned. It has purchased as many older books as 
possible and is committed to not using any CCS-related 
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http://angelicum.net/
https://anekopress.com/
http://www.analyticalgrammar.com/
http://www.ampersandpress.com/
http://www.amgpublishers.com/main/
http://aisom.org/
http://americasmathteacher.com/
http://www.americanchristianhistory.com/
http://www.theamericanview.com/
http://www.atplearning.com/Default.aspx
http://www.lighthousepublishers.com/
http://ahsp.com/Home_Page.html
http://www.homeschoolradioshows.net/AmericanHistory1/
http://www.ahgonline.org/
http://www.americanheritage.org/
http://store.americangirl.com/agshop/html/item/id/226560/ctc/SI
http://store.americangirl.com/agshop/html/item/id/226560/ctc/SI
http://www.americangirl.com/index.php
https://www.ambrosevideo.com/
http://www.amblesideonline.org/MathPrograms.shtml
https://amazingbibletimeline.com/
http://www.unitstudy.com/
http://www.always-icecream.com/
http://www.howtotutor.com/
http://www.discovercreation.org/
http://www.discovercreation.org/
http://www.discovercreation.org/


resources. If it becomes impossible to find pre-CCS editions of 
what it currently uses, it will replace those books with non-CCS 
ones.

83. Animal Trackers Club

84. Animated Hebrew

85. Animating Kids!

86. Animation Chefs

87. Animation Course, The

88. Anness Publishing (Southwater)

89. Answers in Genesis  

90. Antiochian

91. AplusMath

92. Apologetics Press 

93. Apologia  

94. Applesauce Press (Cider Mill Books)

95. Applewood Books

96. Applied Grammar  

97. Applied Inspirations

98. Aquinas Academy
(based in Delaware)

 

99. Archeology and the Bible 
(ChristianAnswers.net)

100. Arithmetic Village

101. Armfield Academic Press

102. Around the World in 180 Days (Apologia) 

103. Arquilevich, Gabriel

104. Arsenal Pulp Press

105. Artec Educational Because Artec only offers science materials, it is not aligned to 
the CCS. However, it may align if/when common core standards 
are developed for science. The company will determine how to 
proceed if those standards are adopted. 

106. Artios

107. Artistic Pursuits  

108. Artist's Way, The (Julia Cameron)

109. ArtK12

110. Art of Eloquence

111. Art of Problem Solving The Art of Problem Solving materials are developed for “high-
performing math students, for whom state standards, be they the 
CCS or others, are typically insufficient. [Its] materials go far 
beyond state standards (although sometimes [it covers] topics in 
different orders than the standards), so [it doesn't] worry so much
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http://www.artofproblemsolving.com/
http://artofeloquence.com/
http://artk12.com/
http://juliacameronlive.com/
http://www.artisticpursuits.com/
http://www.artioshcs.com/
http://www.artec-educational.com/
http://www.arsenalpulp.com/home.php
http://www.rainbowresource.com/searchspring.php?q=arquilevich
http://shop.apologia.com/12-around-the-world
http://armfieldacademicpress.com/
http://arithmeticvillage.com/
http://christiananswers.net/archaeology/
http://www.aquinasacademy.net/
http://www.appliedinspirations.com/
http://appliedgrammar.com/
http://applewoodbooks.com/
http://www.cidermillpress.com/childrens-books.html
http://www.apologia.com/index.asp?proc=pg&pg=1
http://www.apologeticspress.org/
http://www.aplusmath.com/
http://www.antiochian.org/
http://www.answersingenesis.org/cec/
http://www.annesspublishing.com/south/index.html
http://www.theanimcourse.com/theanimcourse.html
http://www.animationchefs.com/
http://www.animatingkids.com/
http://www.animatedhebrew.com/
http://www.atcssc.com/


about precisely aligning to this set of standards or that one.” 

The owner of this company also owns Beast Academy, which is 
CCS-aligned.

112. Artpac (Share-a-Care)

113. Artsonia Artsonia is currently independent of the CCS, though it may 
decide to make changes in Summer 2015.

114. Artsy Startsy

115. Artterro

116. Ascension Press

117. Ashley Preston Publishing

118. AskDrCallahan.com AskDrCallahan.com may show CCS correlations at some point in
the future, but only if there is a customer demand for it.

119. Aslan Academy (C.S. Lewis Institute)

120. ASL Nook ASL Nook may correlate to the CCS at some point in the future, 
but has no current plans to do so.

121. Atelier Homeschool Art

122. Audio Memory Publishing

123. Auditory Integration Training Services 
(AITS)

124. Augsburg Fortress

125. Aunt Ruth Grammar (Gennesaret Press)

126. Autism Smiles

127. Auto Upkeep Homeschool Curriculum
(Rolling Hills Publishing)

Auto Upkeep is currently not aligned or correlated with the CCS. 
However, the company has not yet determined if it will eventually 
change any content to align or show correlations. The publisher 
needs to fully evaluate the CCS before making those 
determinations.

128. Avancemos! (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt) Though a majority of Houghton Mifflin Harcourt product lines are 
aligned with the CCS, its World Languages resources remain 
independent of the initiative.

129. AVKO Handwriting (AVKO Foundation)

130. AVKO Keyboarding (AVKO Foundation)

131. AVKO Reading (AVKO Foundation)

132. AVKO Writing (AVKO Foundation)

133. AWANA

134. AWANA Homeschool

135. Awesome Science Media

136. Axis Virtual 

RESOURCE NOTES

137. Babbel
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https://uk.babbel.com/
https://axis.org/
http://www.awesomesciencemedia.com/
http://awanahomeschool.org/
http://awana.org/on/demandware.store/Sites-Awana-Site/default/Default-Start
http://avko.org/shop/avko_writing.htm
http://avko.org/shop/avkoreading.html
http://avko.org/shop/keyboarding.htm
http://avko.org/shop/handwriting.htm
http://www.hmhco.com/at-home/homeschool/shop-by-subject/world-languages
http://www.homeschool.autoupkeep.com/
http://autismsmilesllc.org/
http://www.auntruthgrammar.com/
http://store.augsburgfortress.org/store/category/249849/Education
http://www.aithelps.com/
http://www.audiomemory.com/
http://www.homeschoolart.com/
http://aslnook.com/
http://cslewisinstitute.org/AslanAcademy
http://www.askdrcallahan.com/
http://ashleyprestonpublishing.info/
https://study.ascensionpress.com/
http://artterro.com/
http://www.artsystartsy.com/
http://www.artsonia.com/
http://www.shareacarepublications.com/


138. Babble Dabble Do As of Winter 2016, Babble Dabble Do is independent of the CCS.
The resource's creator does want to alter her products to align 
“but at this point [she doesn't] have a timeline for it.” 

139. Back Home Industries (BHI)

140. Baden-Powell Service Association

141. Baker & Taylor Publishing Group
  Portable Press
  Silver Dolphin
  Thunder Bay Press

At this point, most Baker & Taylor books are independent of the 
CCS. However, the company does have some books under its 
Silver Dolphin imprint whose content is “taken from several key 
points in the   Common Core State Standards.”

142. Baker Publishing Group

143. Baldwin Project, The The Baldwin Project is a subsidiary of Yesterday's Classics, 
which is independent of the CCS.

144. Ball Stick Bird Reading  

145. B&H Publishing Group (LifeWay)

146. Bandusia Tutorials Bandusia Tutorials is committed to remaining independent of the 
CCS. As such, it must be noted that it utilizes a 2006 (pre-CCS) 
edition of The Write Source. New editions of The Write Source 
are correlated, but Bandusia will not use that or future correlated 
or aligned versions of the book.

147. Banyan Literary & Art Magazine, The In working with third-party vendors, Banyan will “always look for 
non-[CCS] aligned material. If anything is aligned [we] will do 
[our] best to provide a disclaimer to that effect so parents are 
aware.”

148. Barbour Publishing

149. Barclay Press

150. Barefoot Big Shots

151. Barefoot Ragamuffin Curricula

152. Bari Koral Family Rock Band

153. Barr None Music Publishers

154. BASE Institute

155. Basic Christian Education

156. Basic Cozy Spelling Course, The
(Cozy Grammar)

157. Bastien (KJOS)

158. Bazillions, The

159. Beacon of Hope Online Schoolhouse

160. Beautiful Feet  

161. Bechtel Books (Speedy Spanish)

162. Bedell Curriculum  

163. Bedtime Math

164. Bee Bright Bee Bright is based on UK standards.

165. Beestar Beestar would prefer and expects to remain independent of the 
CCS but will correlate or align if most site users began to request
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http://www.beestar.org/index.jsp
http://www.beebright.co.uk/
http://bedtimemath.org/
http://www.bedellcurriculum.com/
http://www.speedy-spanish.com/
http://bfbooks.com/
http://www.beacononlineschool.com/
http://www.thebazillions.com/
http://www.kjos.com/
http://www.splashesfromtheriver.com/spelling/
http://basicchristianeducation.com/
http://www.baseinstitute.org/
http://stores.learntoplay.biz/
http://www.barikoral.com/
http://www.barefootmeandering.com/
http://barefootbigshots.com/
http://www.barclaypress.com/
http://www.barbourbooks.com/catalog/CategoryInfo.aspx?cid=152&Tab=Home
https://banyanliterarymagazine.wordpress.com/
http://bandusiatutorials.com/
http://www.bhpublishinggroup.com/
http://www.ballstickbird.com/
http://www.mainlesson.com/
http://www.bakerpublishinggroup.com/
http://www.silverdolphinbooks.com/Catalog/ProductSearch.aspx?filter=Titles&search=common+core&ExtendedSearch=False&SearchOnLoad=True
http://www.silverdolphinbooks.com/Catalog/ProductSearch.aspx?filter=Titles&search=common+core&ExtendedSearch=False&SearchOnLoad=True
http://www.silverdolphinbooks.com/Catalog/ProductSearch.aspx?filter=Titles&search=common+core&ExtendedSearch=False&SearchOnLoad=True
http://www.advpubgrp.com/
http://bpsa-us.org/
http://www.bhibooks.net/home.html
http://babbledabbledo.com/


such changes.

166. Beginning Advantage, A /
  A Reason for Handwriting
  A Reason for Reading
  A Reason for Science

167. Beginnings Publishing  

168. Behold Your God

169. Belhaven University High Scholars 
Program

The Belhaven University High Scholars Program uses only 
college-level books (which are, by definition, beyond the scope of
the CCS) and materials written by Belhaven professors. 

170. Bellerophon Books

171. Ben Tyhurst

172. Berlitz Publishing Current Berlitz products are not aligned or correlated with the 
CCS, but the company is looking into doing one or the other for 
future publications.

173. BereanBuilders Publishing BereanBuilders opposes the CCS and currently only publishes 
material that is unaligned. As this new company adds authors, it 
will discourage them from writing to anything other than a biblical 
standard and that of creating “the best...material in the field.” It 
will not turn away any author with high-quality material even if it's 
been written to align with the CCS. But it “would insist they at a 
minimum publish a blog post stating that they did so and what 
their reason was for doing so.”

174. Bethlehem Books

175. Better Explained Better Explained “may organize topics so people who are using 
existing standards can easily find the most appropriate ones,” but
has not decided whether or not to do that and has no plans to 
address the CCS.

176. Beyond the Science Lab
(Mr. Science Teacher)

177. BFH Handwriting  

178. Bible in Living Sound, The

179. Bible Memory Time

180. BibleMesh  

181. Bible Road Trip (Thinking Kid Press)

182. Bible Study Fellowship

183. Bible Study Guide for All Ages

184. BibleWriter.com (John Sears Ministries)

185. Biblical Archeology Society The Biblical Archeology Society has indicated that its materials 
are designed primarily for post-secondary use. As such, they 
have no connection to the CCS.

186. Biblical Discipleship Ministries  

187. Biblioplan  

188. Bien dit! (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt) Though a majority of Houghton Mifflin Harcourt product lines are 
aligned with the CCS, its World Languages resources remain 
independent of the initiative.
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http://www.hmhco.com/at-home/homeschool/shop-by-subject/world-languages
http://www.biblioplan.net/
http://biblicaldiscipleship.org/
http://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/
http://www.biblewriter.com/
http://biblestudyguide.com/
https://www.bsfinternational.org/
http://www.thinkingkidsblog.org/bible-road-trip-the-everything-page/
http://www.biblemesh.com/
http://biblememorytime.com/BMT/Welcome.html
http://www.bibleinlivingsound.org/
http://www.bfhhandwriting.com/
http://www.beyondthesciencelab.com/
http://betterexplained.com/
http://www.bethlehembooks.com/
https://www.bereanbuilders.com/cgi-bin/commerce.cgi?display=home
http://www.berlitzpublishing.com/home.asp?TAG=&CID=
http://bentyhurst.com/
http://www.bellerophonbooks.com/
http://www.belhaven.edu/high-scholars/
http://www.belhaven.edu/high-scholars/
http://beholdyourgod.org/
http://www.beginningspublishing.com/
http://www.abeginningadvantage.com/


189. Big IQ Kids

190. Big Read, The
(National Endowment for the Arts)

The Big Read resources were developed with pre-CCS NCTE 
(National Council of Teachers of English) standards in mind.

191. Bilingual Books

192. Bilingual Books for Kids  

193. Billy Graham Library The BIlly Graham Library advertises that its lesson plans “[meet] 
both North Carolina and federal education standards,” but this 
statement refers to the 1996 National Standards for History in the
Schools and the North Carolina Essential Standards, both of 
which are different than the CCS/NGSS/C3.

194. BioDigital

195. BioLegend

196. Bird Cage Press

197. Bitstrips for Schools

198. Black Dog & Leventhal Publishers Black Dog & Leventhal may consider correlations on a case-by-
case basis with future publications, but has no plans to do so at 
this time.

199. Blessed Heritage, A A Blessed Heritage is not aligned and the publisher has no 
immediate plans to align any content. She may in the future 
consider some “details of the Common Core Standards that allow
[her] to complete [her] personal commitment to [her] customers” -
i.e., a “strong commitment to present to [them] the best in 
literature that tells a more inclusive portrayal of American history.”
But at present she has no plans in that regard.  

200. Blessed is the Man (Lynda Coats) Blessed is the Man (BITM) suggests an extensive array of 
resources, some of which are aligned with or correlated to the 
CCS. No particular resources are required, though, so one may 
avoid CCS-related material if desired. Users should cross-
reference all BITM suggestions against the lists on this database.

201. Blick Lesson Plans

202. Blossoming Artists

203. Blue Knights Boys' Club
(Behold Publications)

204. Blue Manor Academy

205. Bluestocking Press  

206. Bluewood Books

207. Bluewood Publishing

208. Bogart Family Resources

209. Bolchazy-Carducci

210. Book Adventure Though Book Adventure is a subsidiary of the CCS-aligned 
Sylvan Learning, the company reports that, it is “not planning to 
be aligned or correlated with CCS.” 

211. Book in Time, A

212. Books for Results

213. Book of Acts, The (Cheri Gamble)
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https://www.createspace.com/4791582?ref=1147694&utm_id=6026
http://www.books4results.com/
http://www.abookintime.com/
http://www.bookadventure.com/Home.aspx
http://www.bolchazy.com/
http://bogartfamilyresources.com/
http://www.bluewoodpublishing.com/
http://www.jacketflap.com/bluewood-books-publisher-421
http://www.bluestockingpress.com/
https://www.bluemanoreducation.com/
http://0307843.netsolhost.com/newbkpages/BKBC_home.htm
http://www.blossomingartists.com/
http://www.dickblick.com/lesson-plans/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1518707793/ref=pd_lpo_sbs_dp_ss_2?pf_rd_p=1944687722&pf_rd_s=lpo-top-stripe-1&pf_rd_t=201&pf_rd_i=1511691808&pf_rd_m=ATVPDKIKX0DER&pf_rd_r=1TFD2G2MM9G0J055Y6RF
http://www.blessedheritage.com/
http://www.blackdogandleventhal.com/
http://www.bitstripsforschools.com/
http://www.birdcagepress.com/
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http://www.nchs.ucla.edu/history-standards
http://www.nchs.ucla.edu/history-standards
http://billygrahamlibrary.org/student-groups/
http://www.bilingualbooks.com/
http://bbks.com/
http://www.neabigread.org/
http://www.bigiqkids.com/


214. Bookshelf Central Bookshelf Central sells Tapestry of Grace-related products.

215. Boulden Publishing Boulden Publishing materials are aligned with standards for 
school counselors, not academic standards such as the CCS.

216. Boundary Stone

217. Boundless Since all the content at Boundless is college-level, it does not 
address the CCS.

218. Bowman Art

219. Boy Scouts of America

220. Boys' Life Magazine

221. Bradley Sowash Music

222. Brain Balance Centers

223. BrainBeat

224. BrainBuilder
(Advanced Brain Technologies)

225. Brain Candy TV Brain Candy TV may consider aligning with the CCS/NGSS or 
other educational standards in the future, but has no immediate 
plans to do so.

226. BrainFood Learning

227. Brain Gym Brain Gym would like to align its resources to the CCS, but has 
no immediate plans to do so.

228. Brain In a Bag  

229. Brainjogging

230. Brainworks

231. Brainy Baby (The Brainy Company)

232. Brandenburg Studies

233. Brave Writer  

234. Breaking News English

235. Breaking the Barrier

236. BRICTEK

237. Bridge Logos

238. Bridgeway Homeschool Academy “Bridgeway Academy works with parents and students to 
determine a customized curriculum package that would best suit 
each student. Advisors rely on the results of each student’s 
learning style assessment and their past experience with various 
types of curriculum when making recommendations. Although a 
few online resources that Bridgeway uses have some alignment 
to the CCS (i.e., ALEKS, Compass Learning), Bridgeway 
Academy has not aligned their use of that online content to the 
Common Core. In addition, parents may specifically request only 
non-aligned curriculum titles, and parental preferences in that 
regard are honored by the academy.” 

In terms of the program's AP courses, AP classes are not directly 

covered by the CCS because they are the equivalent of 
freshmen-level college courses. But it's worth noting that all AP 
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http://www.bouldenpublishing.com/
http://bookshelfcentral.com/


classes must be approved by the College Board and that the 
College Board is in the process of changing AP courses and tests 
to “reconcile” AP with the CCS. In order to maintain College 
Board approval, the AP classes offered by Bridgeway Academy 
will have to make related changes as well.

239. Bright Beginnings

240. Bright Ideas Press
  Illuminations, etc.

 

241. Bright Lights

242. Brightly Beaming Resources
(Letter of the Week)

Brightly Beaming Resources (Letter of the Week) (BBR/LOTW) is
a Canada-based program. As such, its creator has no plans to 
align with the CCS, and everything she has written (and will write 
going forward) has no intentional connection to the initiative. 
Additionally, most of the resources pertain to toddlers and 
preschoolers and/or are largely based on literature and music 
that have no official connection to the CCS. With school-age 
materials, BBR/LOTW does suggest a few resources from some 
entities that have correlated with or aligned to the CCS since the 
program was created (Explode the Code, Starfall, etc.), but the 
suggested literature itself has not changed (that is, correlation 
only occurs in teacher's guides that BBR/LOTW does not 
include), and BBR/LOTW offers multiple options (i.e., for phonics 
instruction) so parents wanting to use the BBR/LOTW program 
can easily avoid the CCS if desired.

243. Bright Ring Publishing

244. Brilliance Audio

245. Brimwood Press

246. Brinkman Adventures, The

247. Brite Music

248. Brookdale House

249. Bunkhouse Sewing

250. Burnnie.org

251. Burt Books 

252. Burton Reading Burton Reading is committed to remaining independent of any 
particular standards, especially for homeschoolers. It “may” 
develop CCS correlation documents for its public school clients, 
but “any program designed for schools will be independent from 
[its] homeschool specific curriculum.”

253. Busy Bibles

254. Butternut Magazine

255. Byki (Transparent Language) Byki may choose at some point to align with or correlate to the 
CCS but has no immediate plans to do so.

256. By the Way Series

RESOURCE NOTES

257. Cadron Creek
  Prairie Primer
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258. CalcuLadder (School Made Simple)

259. Calculus Professor, The

260. Calculus without Tears (Berkeley Books)

261. Calvary Curriculum  

262. Calvary Press

263. Calvinist Cadet Corps, The

264. Cambridge Academy, The Some Cambridge Academy classes are Advanced Placement 
(AP), which has ancillary connections with the CCS. But non-AP 
Cambridge Academy material is independent of the initiative.

In terms of the program's AP preparation courses, AP classes are
not directly covered by the CCS because they are the equivalent 
of freshmen-level college courses. But it's worth noting that all AP
classes must be approved by the College Board and that the 
College Board is in the process of changing AP courses and   tests 
to “reconcile” AP with the CCS. In order to maintain College 
Board approval, the AP classes offered by Cambridge Academy 
will have to make related changes as well.

265. Camden House Camden House books are “directed at college and graduate level
academia.” As such, they are not related to CCS, which affects K-
12 materials.

266. Camp Fire

267. Camp Infinity (Answers in Genesis)

268. C&T Publishing

269. Candy 4Way Phonics  

270. Canon Press  

271. Cantamar Publishing

272. CapJaxMathFax  

273. Cardamom Publishers 

274. Carden Educational Foundation

275. CareerDIRECT
(Crown Financial Ministries)

CareerDIRECT is a service of Crown Financial Ministries, which 
is independent of the CCS.

276. Career Press

277. Carlin, Dan
  Hardcore History
  Common Sense

278. Carl's Corner 
  Alphabet Avenue
  Little Book Lane
  Word Way

Carl's Corner (and its affiliated sites – all of which are in the 
process of being moved to Carl's Corner) have not been 
correlated to or aligned with the CCS at this time. However, the 
site's creator has helped a school to align some of its content to 
the CCS and, though such plans are not imminent, she may 
consider aligning the Carl's Corner content in the future.

279. Carpenter Literacy  

280. Carschooling

281. Cat & Dog Theology (UnveilinGLORY)
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282. Catholic Heritage Catholic Heritage utilizes Modern Curriculum Press (MCP) for 
math in the primary grades. However, it currently uses 2005 
editions, which are not CCS-aligned (NOTE: Aligned materials 
will be copyrighted 2010 or later). Additionally, though, Catholic 
Heritage also uses materials published by the Catholic Textbook 
Project, at least some of which have been altered to include 
supplemental material “supportive” of the CCS. Catholic Textbook
Project is listed as correlated for that reason, and users of 
Catholic Heritage products should be aware of the existence of 
correlating documents within Catholic Textbook Project materials.

283. Catholic Icing

284. Catholic Schoolhouse The Grammar Memory Work Program of Catholic Schoolhouse is
the program's main framework, and it is independent of the CCS. 
Some pages of the website share aligned resources (i.e., ALEKS,
Evan-Moor, Sheppard Software), but “those are just things [its] 
users have suggested as accompaniments... Any listed texts 
[beyond the program 'tour guides'] are not required, nor 
integrated, just ideas brought...by families that use Catholic 
Schoolhouse to begin the process of choosing if...they desire to 
use text to accompany the memory work.” Interested parties 
should be sure to cross-reference any such suggestions against 
this database's listings.

285. Cathy & Marcy

286. Cedar Fort Cedar Fort “neither promote[s] nor discourage[s] any regard to 
CCS/NGSS/C3. [It does] not have any...example of a [Cedar Fort 
author] with a brand or work that is affected by consideration for 
those issues, and [it is] not able to say what influence or direction
[it] would take on their content should [an author] integrate or 
promote any of those initiatives. ...[But] “as of [Summer 2016], no
employee of Cedar Fort has given consideration to the 
CCS/NGSS/C3 initiative in working with any creator or 
submission.”

287. Cedarmont Kids

288. Celebrate Kids  

289. Cell-fie Science Cell-fie Science is not aligned with or correlated to the CCS or 
NGSS and has no plans to do so. However, the videos' creator 
may eventually consider such connections if/when she has time.

290. CELLSalive!

291. CenterForLit  

292. Centre for Innovation in Mathematics 
Teaching (CIMT)

CIMT “[produces]...mathematics resources to be used world wide
but [they] are developed to fit with the National Curriculum in the 
UK and not directly for the USA.”

293. Centrifuge Language Arts Curricululm

294. Cerebellum Corporation Some Cerebellum Corporation classes are Advanced Placement 
(AP), which has ancillary connections with the CCS. But non-AP 
Cerebellum Corporation material is independent of the initiative.

In terms of the program's AP preparation courses, AP classes are
not directly covered by the CCS because they are the equivalent 
of freshmen-level college courses. But it's worth noting that all AP
classes must be approved by the College Board and that the 
College Board is in the process of changing AP courses and tests 
to “reconcile” AP with the CCS. In order to maintain College 
Board approval, the AP classes offered by Cerebellum 
Corporation will have to make related changes as well.
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295. Chalcedon Foundation

296. Challenge Math (Hickory Grove Press)  

297. Chapel Library

298. Character Building for Families

299. Character Concepts

300. Character Corner, The

301. Character First

302. Character Health

303. Character Quality Language Arts
(Training for Triumph)

 

304. Character Trades

305. Chara  c  ter Writing Worksheets

306. Charisma House

307. Charity Christian Academy For its Online/Video option, Charity Christian Academy uses 
Alpha-Omega's Ignitia program, which is independent of the 
CCS. In its Traditional/Textbook program, some optional add-in 
resources have connections to the CCS, but all required 
components are independent of the initiative.

Charity Christian Academy also offers a few AP courses, which 
are not directly covered by the CCS because they are the 
equivalent of freshmen-level college courses. However, it's worth 
noting that all AP courses must be approved by the College 
Board and that the College Board is in the process of changing 
AP courses and tests “reconcile” AP with the CCS. In order to 
maintain College Board approval, Charity Christian Academy 
may have to make related changes as well. 

308. Cheerful Cursive/
Happy Handwriting

 

309. Cherrydale Press 

310. Chesterton Press Most Chesterton Press books and materials remain independent 
of the CCS, though (as of November 2015) one study guide has 
been correlated.

311. Chicago Review Press Children's

312. Child 1  st   Publications

313. Childbloom Guitar Program, The

314. ChildrenActingBooks
(Sandcastle Publishing)

315. Children in Action (WMU)

316. Children Learning Reading

317. Chosen People Ministries

318. Christ-Centered Curriculum

319. Christian Academy of America Christian Academy of America uses Alpha-Omega's Ignitia 
materials for its Online/Video program and Accelerated Christian 
Education (ACE) for its Traditional/Textbook program. Both 
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entities are independent of CCS.

320. ChristianAnswers.net

321. Christian Concepts for Kids

322. Christian Cottage Materials written by Christian Cottage are independent of the 
CCS. Currently, its full curriculum uses some materials from 
companies that are correlated with the CCS (i.e., BJU) and 
others, such as Modern Curriculum Press, Evan-Moor, and EPS, 
that offer many explicitly aligned products. However, Christian 
Cottage only uses materials with a pre-CCS copyright, and is in 
the process of replacing all materials from now-aligned 
companies with independent resources. Additionally, it consults 
with families to create a custom curriculum program for each 
student, so parents desiring to refrain from using CCS-related 
materials can discuss that with the consultants.

323. Christian Focus Publications 

324. Christian HomeSchool Hub

325. Christian Homeschool Publishing 
(Creations by LAckert)

326. Christian Keyboarding

327. Christian Kids Explore Science  

328. Christian Liberty Press (CLP) Materials written directly by Christian Liberty Press (CLP) are 
completely independent of the CCS. CLP's full curriculum 
packages – known as CLASS – do use some materials from 
companies, including BJU, that are correlated with the CCS and 
others, such as Modern Curriculum Press, that offer many 
explicitly aligned products. However, almost all of those products 
have a copyright prior to 2010 when the CCS was adopted and 
the one text from a company with many aligned books that has a 
later copyright (a Glencoe woodworking book published in 2011) 
is not aligned. If CLP eventually updates any books from aligned 
companies to post-2010 editions, it's possible they may be 
aligned, but at this point they are not.

329. Christian Light Education (CLE)  

330. Christian Novel Studies

331. Christian Scripts (Dr. Marci Hanks)

332. Christians, The (SEARCH)

333. Christian Service Brigade

334. Christmas Angel, The

335. Christmas Star from Afar, The

336. Christopherus Curriculum (Waldorf)  

337. Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day 
Saints Magazines
  Friend
  Liahona
  New Era

338. CiRCE Institute

339. Circle C Adventures
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340. Circuit Scribe (Electroninks)

341. Civil Air Patrol Civil Air Patrol is currently aligned to pre-CCS/NGSS standards. 
“[CAP has] plans to update the material in future editions, but [it 
has] no firm timeline [as of Fall 2016].”

342. ClarkNess.com Most of the materials on ClarkNess.com are independent of the 
CCS. The math ebooks are correlated to the initiative.

343. Classes by Beth Some Classes by Beth courses are Advanced Placement (AP), 
which has ancillary connections with the CCS. But non-AP 
Classs by Beth courses are independent of the initiative.

In terms of the program's AP preparation courses, AP classes are
not directly covered by the CCS because they are the equivalent 
of freshmen-level college courses. But it's worth noting that all AP
classes must be approved by the College Board and that the 
College Board is in the process of changing AP courses and tests 
to “reconcile” AP with the CCS. In order to maintain College 
Board approval, the AP classes offered by Classes by Beth will 
have to make related changes as well.

344. Classical Astronomy (Fourth Day Press)

345. Classical Conversations Materials written by Classical Conversations and used in the 
program are not aligned, and it will continue to recommend only 
non-CCS editions of Saxon Math. The program does suggest a 
math resource from Scholastic, which is aligned, but it is an 
optional tutor resource, not required in the actual curriculum. It 
also includes one book from Instructional Fair, but that resource 
was published in 1999. However, in 2015 Classical 
Conversations became a significant corporate sponsor for 
National Number Knockout (N2K), which advertised that it “helps 
meet Common Core...standards.” Classical Conversations 
“supports N2K's efforts by hosting [its] online downloads and 
sales” on the Classical   Conversations website.

346. Classical Copywork  

347. Classical Historian, The

348. Classical House of Learning

349. Classical Legacy Press

350. Classically Catholic Memory

351. Classical Writing

352. Classic Curriculum Workbooks
(Mott Media Publishing)

 

353. Classic Science The publisher of Classic Science has no intention of aligning his 
materials to the CCS. That said, if he feels at some point in the 
future that changes in college entrance exams are such that 
exposure to the CCS might be necessary for student mastery of 
the exams, he might publish a supplementary guide to help his 
advanced students apply the CCS vernacular within the Classic 
Science curriculum. But he has no immediate plans to do that. 

354. ClassTools.net Users of ClassTools.net create their own content and can only 
access the their own content.

355. Clear Water Press Clear Water Press sells Cover Story and the One-Year Adventure
Novel, which are independent of the CCS.

356. Clever Dragons Content produced by Clever Dragons is independent of the CCS.
However, the site allows users to post suggested video content, 
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some of which comes from sources aligned with or correlated to 
the CCS.

357. ClickN Kids  

358. Clubhouse and Clubhouse Jr.
(Focus on the Family)

359. CM Live!

360. Cobblestone Path (Thinking Kid Press)

361. Code Academy

362. CollegePrep

363. College Prep Genius Though College Prep Genius provides preparation for 
standardized tests such as the SAT and ACT, which purport to be
aligned with the CCS, its owner has learned that the tests 
actually do not contain any CCS content. Rather, they continue – 
as they have in the past – to simply test critical thinking skills, 
and so College Prep Genius has been able to remain 
independent of the CCS.

364. Colson Center, The

365. Coma Niddy Coma Niddy videos are independent of the CCS/NGSS because 
they were produced prior to the advent of those initiatives and 
cannot now be altered. And now, though Coma Niddy “[has] 
looked into the common core,” it “[doesn't] follow any strict 
guidelines for common core/NGSS.” Instead, it tries to “find a 
balance between art, science, education, and entertainment” and
is “also looking at what adults are learning, and what topics may 
be trending, or have sustained interest for future content.”

366. Common Sense Press
  Learning Language Arts through Literature
  Wordsmith

Current Common Sense Press materials are not aligned. The 
company has not said that it won't align future products - thus, 
that remains a possibility - but there are no specific plans for that 
at this time.

367. Community Bible Study

368. Compass

369. Compass Classroom

370. Complete Girl's Guide to Home Skills, The 
(Erskine Family)

371. Comprehensive School Mathematics 
Program (CSMP)

372. Computer Programming for Homeschool 
Students and Other Beginners

373. Computer Science for Kids

374. Conceptual Academy Even though Conceptual Academy “[finds the NGSS] to be an 
appropriate guide showing science concepts student[s] should be
expected to understand at different grade levels” and “happens to
meet the needs of many high-school level home school students 
who are looking for a strong foundation in the basic concepts of 
science,” it ”has not formally aligned or correlated its resources to
the CCS/NGSS/C3 because its materials are actually “designed 
for the college student majoring in a field other than science, 
such as business, theater, language arts, or religious studies. ...
[And] at the college level, professors already have certain 
expectations of what should and shouldn’t be covered in their 
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science courses.... [So] the needs of these professors combined 
with [Conceptual Acadey's] own classroom experience and 
expertise...are the primary drivers of how [its] curriculum is 
developed." 

375. Concordia Publishing House

376. Concordia University Art Lessons

377. Confessions of a Homeschooler Confessions recommends a particular atlas, the National 
Geographic United States Atlas for the Road Trip USA, which has
a 2012 edition that may be CCS-aligned since National 
Geographic has chosen to align many of its resources. However, 
it's not clear whether atlases can be or have been aligned. And 
it's also possible to use an earlier edition (published before 2010)
or a different atlas entirely to complete the Confessions program.

378. Connecting with History (RC History)  

379. Conservative Children's Books Nearly every book listed with Conservative Children's Books is 
independent of the CCS. One title - Striker Jones: Elementary 
Economics for Elementary Detectives – is correlated.

380. Constitution Quest Game, The

381. Constitutional Champions

382. Constitutional Cursive
(Learning Tangent)

383. Constitutional Law Online (HSLDA)

384. Constitution Bee

385. Constructing the Universe
(Michael S. Schneider)

386. CoolifiedGames.com (Coolmath.com)

387. Coolmath.com

388. Copycat Books

389. Core Academy of Science 

390. Core Curriculum of America Core Curriculum of America tailors curriculum packages to meet 
the needs of individual students. It is possible to acquire 
completely unaligned packages, as the company offers products 
from quite a few unaligned publishers. However, the company 
also utilizes products from many aligned entities (i.e., imprints of 
Pearson, McGraw-Hill, Harcourt Houghton Mifflin, etc.). Thus, a 
parent considering this program and wanting only unaligned 
material will have to specifically request it and will likely have to 
personally research the alignment status of anything the 
company suggests before making a final decision.

391. Cornerstone Curriculum  

392. Cornerstones Academy  

393. Cottage Press

394. Council on International Educational 
Exchange (CIEE)

Students doing exchangs through CIEE must comply with the 
requirements of hosting schools, but CIEE itself has no 
connection to the CCS.

395. Coursera Coursera offers college-level material and, as such, is not directly
included in the CCS initiative. However, those who create the 
classes “have complete autonomy to design the courses to their 
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own set of educational standards. As such, it is difficult” to make 
a blanket statement about everything offered on the site. 
Coursera itself recommends sending a query to the instructor of 
any Coursera class one is considering in order to have full 
disclosure about possible CCS connections.

396. Covenant Home  

397. Cover Story

398. Cozy Grammar

399. Craftsy

400. Craft Yarn Council Currently the educational materials offered by the Craft Yarn 
Council are aligned to NCTE and McREL standards. However, 
the council “will definitely reevaluate standards for [2017], 
especially looking at CCS and C3 standards and possibly NGSS,
if [its] education consultant feels it is applicable.” 

401. Crazy-Brain  z

402. Create Better Writers
(homeschool edition only)

The publisher of Create Better Writers has concerns about the 
developmental appropriateness of the CCS. As such, it will keep 
its homeschool edition (Standards Based Grammar) independent
of the CCS, and it's worth noting that its use of the phrase 
“standards based grammar” in relation to the  homeschool edition
refers to other standards, not the CCS. It's also worth noting that 
the company is currently working to create explicitly aligned 
public school materials (to be called Common Core Based 
Grammar).

403. Creating a Masterpiece  

404. Creation Club, The

405. Creation Illustrated 

406. Creation in the 21  st   Century

407. Creation Ministries International
(Creation Magazine)

408. Creation Quest

409. Creations by LAckert
(Christian Homeschool Publishing)

410. Creation Science 4 Kids

411. Creation Today  

412. Creative Electives

413. Creative Learning Connection 

414. CreativeLive

415. Creative Reading for Kids

416. Crecer Publications (Dena Luchsinger)

417. Creek Edge Press As is evident from the Creek Edge book lists, the program 
suggests some resources from companies that are CCS-aligned. 
However, the nature of the program is such that no particular 
books are required; thus, parents can choose for themselves 
from among the suggestions as well as from any other relevant 
materials not listed.
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418. Crewton Ramone's House of Math

419. Cricket Crate (Kiwi Crate) Cricket Crate is for Ages 0-3. The parent company offers other 
resources – Koala Crate, Kiwi Crate, Doodle Crate, and Tinker 
Crate – for other age groups. Each product has a distinctive 
focus. The company has no current plans to align with the CCS, 
but may consider doing so in the future.

420. Crickweb

421. Cross Seven

422. Cross Trail Outfitters

423. Crossway

424. CrossWired Science CrossWired Science may consider aligning to the CCS in the 
future but has no immediate plans to do so.

425. CrossWise Publishing

426. Crown Financial Ministries

427. CTC Math

428. Cubelets (Modular Robotics) Cubelets plans are currently independent of the CCS/NGSS/C3. 
However, the company is “considering writing new lesson plans 
to align with one or more of the CCS/NGSS/C3 standards in the 
future.”

429. Cued Articulation

430. Cultured Owl

431. Cune Press

432. Curiosity Stream Curiosity Stream “hope[s] to work more closely with schools and 
various education systems in the future, “ and may take the CCS 
into consideration if it does so. However, it doesn't “have any set 
plans [for doing so] at the moment.”

433. Curious Critters Curious Critters advetises that it is aligned with the   “  standards 
developed by the National Committee on Science Education 
Standards and Assessmen  t” in 1996 and makes no mention of 
the CCS/NGSS/C3.

434. CurrClick Online Classes As a supplier/distributor of more than 30,000
homeschool-related products, some of what the
company sells is aligned to the CCS. And some of the CurrClick 
Online Classes do reference products with connections to the 
CCS (i.e., classes about Magic Tree House books). However, the
CurrClick Online Classes produced directly by the company are 
not aligned and will remain independent of the CCS.

435. Cursive Connections (Acacia Publishing) The creator of Cursive Connections may choose to show 
correlations, but she has not decided to do so at this time.

436. Cursive First

437. Cursive Logic

RESOURCE NOTES

438. D6 Family

439. Daily Dose of Greek

440. Dan & Louie Stories
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441. Dance Mat Typing (BBC) Dance Mat Typing is aligned to UK national standards rather than
to the CCS.

442. DataDragon

443. Dave Raymond's American  History    
(Compass Classroom)

444. David C. Cook

445. David R. Godine

446. Davidson Institute

447. Davidson  s   Music

448. DaVinci Press (Kevin Ahern)

449. Days of Wonder
  Ticket to Ride

450. Dear Magazine (HEDUA)

451. Debbie and Friends

452. Declaration Statesmanship (Key Books)

453. Deeper Roots

454. Defining America's Exceptionalism (Restore
Free Speech)

455. Denim Beret, The The creator of The Denim Beret incorporates some elements 
from a resource book called Step Up to Writing by Maureen 
Auman that is currently aligned to the CCS. However, The Denim
Beret only uses the 1999 (pre-CCS) edition of the book.

456. Design-A-Study

457. Designer Bible Drill

458. Destiny Image Publishers

459. Developmental Duffle

460. Developmental Math

461. Devil Pups

462. Diagramming the Scriptures

463. Diamond Piano Method Diamond Piano Method is aligned with the North Carolina 
Essential Standards of Beginning Music K-12.

464. Diana Waring History  

465. Dianne Craft  

466. Dick & Jane Educational Snacks

467. Dickson, Sue
  Musical Math
  Sing, Spell, Read & Write
  Winning

468. Didache Series, The  

469. Dig for Kids, The

470. Digital Dialects
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471. Digital Frog

472. Digit Disorder (Mathway) Digit Disorder is an app sponsored by Mathway, which is 
independent of the CCS.

473. Dinah Might Adventures Dinah Might Adventures refers to standards in Texas and other 
non-CCS states as it develops its products. It may consider 
showing correlations to the CCS in the future, but has no 
immediate plans to do so.

474. Dino Lingo

475. Discover4Yourself (Precept Ministries)

476. Discover Art with Sandra

477. Discovering Intelligent Design Discovering Intelligent Design has not changed any content to 
align with the Next Generation Science Standards (i.e., the CCS-
related science standards). However, its publishers are very 
aware of specific areas where the curriculum correlates with 
NGSS. On the other hand, the Discovering Intelligent Design 
program appears to be set up so as to help students refute some 
of the evolution-oriented tenets of NGSS. Thus, the correlations 
in this case seem designed to help students remain independent 
of the CCS/NGSS.

478. Discovering the Art of Mathematics Discovering the Art of Mathematics “materials are designed for 
'college' level mathematics, specifically for students in the liberal 
arts.  While they can provide meaningful mathematical 
investigations for high school level students, there was no intent 
or effort to align them in any way with any K-12 standards (old or 
new). This being said, [DAoM appreciates] the Common Core's 
highlighting Standards of Mathematical 'Practice' which [it feels 
is] an important ingredient in supporting students in making 
sense of mathematical ideas at any level (and which were often 
not very explicit in prior standards). Students engaging with 
[DAoM] materials will naturally engage in these practices as they 
make sense of mathematics.”

479. Discover Praxis

480. Discover Texas

481. Discovery Girls Magazine

482. Discovery House Publishers

483. Discovery of Design

484. DIVE Some DIVE classes are Advanced Placement (AP), which has 
ancillary connections with the CCS (as noted on the lists of 
material with Ancillary Connections and Standardized Tests). But 
non-AP DIVE material is independent of the initiative.

485. DIY.org

486. DLTK-Kids (and affiliated sites)  

487. DNA Family Games

488. do2learn

489. Doctor Aviation

490. Dog-Eared Publications Dog-Eared Publications has no immediate plans to align or 
correlate its books to the CCS, but may consider doing so in the 
future.

491. Do Life Right
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492. Dollar Homeschool  

493. DonnaYoung.org

494. DonPotter.net

495. Doodle Crate (Kiwi Crate) Doodle Crate is for Ages 9-16. The parent company offers other 
resources – Koala Crate, Kiwi Crate, and Tinker Crate – for other 
age groups. Each product has a distinctive focus. The company 
has no current plans to align with the CCS, but may consider 
doing so in the future.

496. Doodles Ave

497. Doorposts

498. D P & K Productions

499. Dr. Aardsma's Drills

500. Dr. Aardsma's Saxon Math Checker Dr. Aardsma's Saxon Math Checker uses the Saxon homeschool 
books, which are not aligned with the CCS.

501. Dragon Mountain Treasures
(The Homeschool Shop)

502. Draw3D

503. Draw and Write through History

504. Drawing on History (KnoodleU) The creators of Drawing on History recommend one   particular DK
title as a resource. Though some DK titles are CCS-aligned, we 
do not know about the particular book that Drawing on History 
suggests. However, the book is a 2008 copyright, which pre-
dates the CCS, and it is not imperative for successful completion 
of the Drawing on History program.

505. Drawn into the Heart of Reading
(Heart of Dakota)

506. Dreaming Spires Home Learning

507. Drew's Art Box

508. Driver Ed in a Box

509. Driver Ed to Go

510. DriversEd.com

511. Drive Thru History  

512. Dr. Loyd's Fraction Kit

513. DSO Kids

514. Dual Credit at Home

515. DUO Education 

516. DyslexiaGames.com

RESOURCE NOTES

517. Eagle's Wings  

518. Early Lingo
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519. EarnSum

520. Earth Rangers Neither the materials written by Earth Rangers itself nor its 
resources provided by Green Teacher are connected to the CCS.
The program does utilize JUMP Math as well, but only the 
Canadian version, which is correlated with but not changed to 
actually align to the CCS.

521. Earth's Birthday Project

522. Earthschooling Earthschooling does not actively advertise connections to the 
CCS. However, it will – by request – create documents showing 
its correlation to the CCS.

523. Earthside Education  

524. Easie Peasie (Special Kids) Note that Easie Peasie (Special Kids) is different than Easy 
Peasy All in One Homeschool (and Easy Peasy All in One High 
School). The latter are listed separately.

525. Easy Grammar The author of Easy Grammar does not currently show 
correlations to CCS, though she has done so in the past and may
choose at some point in the future to do so again.

526. Easy Hebrew

527. Easy Homeschooling (Erskine Family)

528. EasyMathSkills

529. Easyread

530. Eating Game, The

531. Economics for Everybody
(Compass Classroom)

532. Economics in a Box

533. Edgeucational Publishing

534. Edublox

535. Educational Games for Fun and Learning 
(Paul Mungor)

536. Education Unboxed

537. Education World Education World has a wide range of materials from which users 
may pick and choose. Though the site will not alter any current 
content to align with the CCS, it may produce aligned content in 
the future. 

538. Educators Press

539. EduCLIME

540. EDUDPS

541. edX The edX Algebra and Geometry courses – and possibly some 
others – are aligned to the CCS. But in general edX courses are 
primarily designed for adult learners and, thus, are not directly 
connected to the CCS. That said, because edX simply curates 
courses from dozens of disparate providers, we highly 
recommend that those considering an edX course contact the 
particular course provider to ascertain its definitive stance on the 
CCS. 

542. eDynamic Learning
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543. EEME EEME may consider correlating or aligning to the CCS in the 
future, but has no immediate plans to do so.

544. EFSAP EFSAP has no immediate plans to correlate to the CCS or to 
alter any of its materials for the CCS, but it may possibly consider
doing so in the future.

545. Egglo

546. eIMACS (IMACS) eIMACS will not change its content. It may consider showing 
correlations, but has no immediate plans to do so.

In terms of the program's AP preparation courses, AP classes are
not directly covered by the CCS because they are the equivalent 
of freshmen-level college courses. But it's worth noting that all AP
classes must be approved by the College Board and that the 
College Board is in the process of changing AP   courses and 
tests to “reconcile” AP with the CCS. In order to maintain College
Board approval, the AP classes offered by eIMACS may have to 
make related changes as well.

547. EKS Publishing Company

548. eLearnerU elearnerU believs “there is a lot of good stuff in the [National 
Coalition of Arts Standards],” which are aligned with the CCS. 
But its courses and materials are not specifically aligned with or 
correlated to those standards. 

549. Elemental History (Elemental Science)

550. Elemental Science  

551. Elements of Mathematics (IMACS) Elements of Mathematics will not change its content. It may 
consider showing correlations, but has no immediate plans to do 
so.

552. elements.wlonk.com
(Keith's Think Zone)

553. Elf Fun

554. Ellemenopotomus & Co.

555. Ellen McHenry's Basement Workshop

556. Elocution Solution

557. Enchanted Homeschooling Mom

558. Enchanted Learning  

559. Engaging Language Kits
(AVKO Foundation)

560. English from the Roots Up 
(Literacy Unlimited/Cune Press)

561. Englishlinx.com The creator of Englishlinx.com is in favor of the CCS, but has 
both worksheets independent of and worksheets aligned to the 
initiative. The two entities are mutually exclusive and are clearly 
labeled on the site.

562. English on a Roll  

563. Enki Education  

564. Enlightium Christian Academy In addition to a full PK-12th grade program - provided through 
Alpha-Omega's Ignitia product - which is mostly independent of 
the CCS (other than a few CCS-aligned secondary math classes 
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that can be avoided by using the non-CCS options provided), 
Enlightium offers several AP preparation courses. Though not 
directly covered by the CCS because they are the equivalent of 
freshmen-level college courses, it's worth noting that all AP 
classes must be approved by the College Board and that the 
College Board is in the process of changing AP courses and 
tests to “reconcile” AP with the CCS. In order to maintain College
Board approval, the AP classes offered by Enlightium will have to
make related changes as well.

565. Enrichment Studies
(formerly Classical Composers Monthly)

Enrichment Studies has “not changed or done anything in 
regards to CCS [and it] has no plans to do so.” Its service gleans 
from free resources it finds online, so it does use many other 
resources, but it does not have a set list of vendors. It is possible 
that some of the linked sites are CCS-aligned, but I currently 
have no evidence of such alignment.

566. Epic! Epic! is a children's literature resource, not the Oklahoma-based 
public charter (non-homeschool) school of the same name.

567. Epic History HQ

568. Epiphany Games Epiphany Games follows the Australian syllabus, not the CCS.

569. Equipping Minds Equipping Minds discusses the CCS on one of its Educator 
pages but only to contrast it with the “Cognitive Core” that 
Equipping Minds promotes.

570. Erin Go Bragh Publishing
(Hamilton Troll Books)

571. Erskine Family

572. Escondido Tutorial Services

573. Essay Tracks

574. Essential Math (Singapore) Though many Singapore products are correlated or aligned, 
Essential Math (for kindergarten) is based on 1997 California 
standards and is, thus, not aligned with the CCS.

575. Essentials in Writing  

576. Essential Skills Advantage Essential Skills Advantage makes program changes as a result 
of parent and student feedback. So it's possible that eventual 
CCS-related changes could be made, but the company has no 
plans for that at this time.

577. Estes Educator Estes Educator may choose at some point in the future to make 
connections to the CCS, but it has no immediate plans to do so.

578. eTeacher Group

579. Etiquette Factory, The

580. Etiquette Lessons Foundation

581. Euclid's Elements  

582. Evangel Publishing House

583. Eva Varga

584. everything.com (FW Media) The content of most everything.com books will not be adjusted 
for the CCS. However, in 2015 the company has published five 
books for parents about CCS content: The Everything Parent’s 
Guide to Common Core Math: Grades K-5, The Everything 
Parent’s Guide to Common Core Math: Grades 6-8, The 
Everything Parent’s Guide to Common Core ELA: Grades K-5, 
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The Everything Parent’s Guide to Common Core ELA: Grades 6-
8, and The Everything Parent’s Guide to Common Core Science:
Grades 6-8.

585. Everything Homeschooling The creator of Everything Homeschooling has indicated that 
she's made no CCS-related changes to her lesson plans and unit
studies. However, I am not sure what books from outside 
vendors (if any) are used within the lessons; I am currently 
checking into that in order to ascertain if any such books are from
aligned publishers.

586. Excelerate Spanish

587. Excellence in Literature  

588. Exceller

589. Experience Astronomy

590. Exploration Education 

591. Explorations Academy Online (EAO)

592. Explorer Magazine
(Compassion International)

593. Explorer's Bible Study

594. Express Readers

595. Eyewitness to History

596. EZSchool

597. EZ Stitch Sampler

RESOURCE NOTES

598. Faith Academy Online Faith Academy Online offers two versions of each of its courses, 
one that is aligned with the CCS and another that is independent 
of it.

599. Faith Alive

600. Faithful Workouts

601. Family Bible Films

602. Family Life Today

603. Family Mint  

604. Family Music Curriculum
(and other products by Marcia Washburn)

605. Family Time Fitness

606. Far Above Rubies (Lynda Coats) Far Above Rubies (FAR) suggests an extensive array of 
resources, some of which are aligned with or correlated to the 
CCS. No particular resources are required, though, so one may 
avoid CCS-related material if desired. Users should cross-
reference all FAR suggestions against the lists on this database.

607. Faraday Schools “A lot of the resources on [offered by Faraday 
Schools]...support...anyone teaching about ‘science and religion,'
[with] no specific curriculum reference... More specifically – 
where there are links to the curriculum – [they are] not linked to 
the US curriculum; [instead they are] linked to the UK curriculum, 
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http://www.everythinghomeschooling.com/


so there are no references to the US curriculum...”

608. FASTly FASTly “materials were developed with and by teachers and are 
intended to be consistent with applicable standards, but since 
they will be used in various combinations by various teachers in 
various places, detailed alignment with standards will remain in 
the hands of teachers.”

609. Father's Books, The  

610. FEE
(The Foundation for Economic Education)

611. Fifties Chix

612. Figures in Motion

613. Filmmaking from the First Directors 
(Compass Classroom)

614. FinanceFreak.com (Coolmath.com)

615. Firmly Planted (Real Life Press)

616. First Friday Friends

617. First Language Lessons
(Peace Hill Press)

 

618. First Reader/Turbo Reader  

619. Fit2B Studio

620. Fitivities Fitivities itself is independent of the CCS. However, the other 
resources produced by Fitivities' parent company, Skillastics, are 
aligned.

621. Five in a Row  

622. Flags-to-print.com The Flags-to-print website does not provide a means for 
identifying or contacting its owners. However, careful examination
of the site shows that it contains only full-color and blackline 
master versions of various flags from around the world, along 
with brief, factual descriptions about each flag. It makes no 
mention of standards of any sort.

623. Flashmaster

624. Flip2BFit

625. Flip n Flop Learning

626. Flippers, The

627. Flowering Baby  

628. Fluencia

629. Fluency Trilogy, The (URtheMOM)

630. Fluenz

631. Flying Frog Publishing

632. Focus (Hackett)

633. Focus Publishing

634. Food Renegade
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http://teachfastly.com/


635. FoodStuff Science

636. Foreign Languages for Kids by Kids

637. Forensics Illustrated

638. Forever His Princess

639. Forgotten Books 

640. For Such a Time as This Some For Such a Time as This classes are Advanced Placement 
(AP), which has ancillary connections with the CCS (as noted on 
the lists of material with Ancillary Connections and Standardized 
Tests). But non-AP For Such a Time as This material is 
independent of the initiative.

641. Fortunately for You Books

642. Foundation   for American   Christian 
Education
(The Noah Plan)

Because FACE recommends both the first and second editions of
Right Start Math and does not readily distinguish between the 
two, users will want to be aware of which edition they choose. 
The First Edition of Right Start is independent of the CCS, while 
the Second Edition is aligned.

643. Foundation for Thought and Ethics (FTE)

644. Foundations Press  

645. Founders Academy  

646. Fourth Day Press (Classical Astronomy)

647. Frates, Catie

648. FreedomProject   Academy(FPE) FPE has purposed to avoid CCS-aligned materials. Any of its 
resources published by companies that have now aligned were 
purposely chosen to pre-date the CCS (i.e., copyright dates prior 
to 2010). 

649. FreedomProject Media

650. Free Games for Free

651. Free Homeschool Lessons The creator of Free Homeschool Lessons is committed to 
insuring that the site is free of CCS-related content. She has 
endeavored to remove any links to CCS content and will continue
to do so if she discovers that any links on the site add CCS 
content.

652. Free Kids Books The books presented on Free Kids Books are written by many 
individual authors, but the site publisher is not aware that any 
have been written with the CCS in mind and the site itself will not 
alter any book to align. 

653. Free Math Though the content on the Free Math site is not aligned, the site 
carries prominent advertisements for IXL, which is CCS-aligned, 
and other math-related websites as well. Free Math users should 
be aware that the ads are not part of the content of Free Math 
itself and should be careful to click only on Free Math links when 
seeking the site's actual content.

654. Free Reading Program, The

655. FreeRice FreeRice doesn't take a position on the CCS. The site is 
operated by the World Food Programme, a United Nations 
agency.

656. Free Think U

657. French Essentials
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658. Friendly Anatomy

659. Friendly Chemistry  

660. Friends and Heroes

661. Frontier Girls

662. Fuel Up to Play 60 Fuel Up to Play 60 supports various health and wellness 
standards unrelated to the CCS.

663. Full Blast Productions

664. Full Gospel Family Publications

665. Fun4theBrain Fun4theBrain is independent of the CCS, though its sister site, 
Multiplication.com is explicitly aligned.

666. Fun and Function

667. FunCation Academy FunCation Academy aims to be independent of the CCS, and has
tried to choose resources and diagnostic assessments 
independent of the initiative; instead, it purposes to use material 
aligned to the pre-CCS Florida state standards and to No Child 
Left Behind. However, co-op teachers are independent 
contractors who choose their own materials, so interested parties
should communicate with individual teachers to confirm which 
materials are being used at any given time.

668. Fun English Games

669. Fun for Kidz Magazines

670. Funhill Games

671. Funke, Teresa

672. Funnix Though the creator of Funnix also writes for McGraw-Hill/SRA, 
which is aligned, Funnix itself is not and will not become aligned 
with the CCS.

673. FunPup.com

674. Funtastic Unit Studies! Author and Funtastic Unit Studies! owner Susan Kilbride will not 
change her books' content to align with the CCS. Someday she 
may show correlations, but she has no immediate plans to do so.

675. FutureLearn “FutureLearn is a company in the UK [that] works with worldwide 
university partners to produce free online courses. [It doesn't] 
currently have any partner universities within the United States, 
so [it hasn't] really had much exposure to the CCS agenda. As a 
company, FutureLearn does not produce materials so it would be 
up to [its] partners to make any changes they saw as necessary.”

RESOURCE NOTES

676. Gail's Music4Kids

677. Galore Park Educational Publishers Galore Park is designed to meet educational standards in the 
United Kingdom (UK).

678. GameED Academy
(formerly Minecraft Homeschool)

679. Gamequarium Gamequarium does not produce its own content. Rather, it 
serves to aggregate links to a wide variety of other educational 
websites, the CCS status of each must be individually 
determined.
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680. Garden of Praise

681. Garlic Press The Garlic Press Explore the Core Math Series and Summer 
Activities for Fall Readiness books are explicitly aligned to the 
CCS, and some titles in its Discovering Literature Series: 
Challenging Level are correlated. Other current Garlic Press 
products are independent of the CCS, but the company has said 
it will likely correlate or align future products.

682. Gateway to the Classics
(Yesterday's Classics)

683. Gazette665

684. GCFLearnFree.org

685. Gemiini Gemiini is “planning to let others use [its] platform to offer content
in the future.” As it moves toward that, it will be necessary to 
check the CCS position of any vendors that Gemiini incorporates.

686. GEMS Girls' Clubs

687. GEMS: Great Explorations in Math and 
Science

GEMS says that “while it is likely that there are alignments from 
GEMS to the NGSS and/or CCSS, we currently do not have any 
plans to produce correlation guides or documents for our GEMS 
Classic Guides, nor do we plan to revise the series. However, our
team has produced a number of newer programs that are 
[matched] to NGSS and we do have correlation documents 
available for those programs.”.  

688. Generation Joshua (HSLDA)

689. Generations of Grace

690. Generations of Virtue

691. Genesis Curriculum The author of Genesis Curriculum is also the author of Easy 
Peasy All in One Homeschool and Easy Peasy All in One High 
School, which do have ancillary connections to the CCS. 
However, Genesis Curriculum was created separately and is 
independent of the CCS.

692. Genesis Science Network

693. Geoblox The Geoblox publisher has a series of books correlated to the 
TEKS test in Texas but nothing for the CCS.

694. GeoDeo Educational Resources

695. Geography Bee Prep Series
(Global Press)

The Geography Bee Prep Series was written to help students 
prepare for the National Geographic Bee. If the Bee itself 
chooses to align with the CCS, the series may adjust accordingly,
but the current materials are not aligned or correlated.

696. GeoGuesser

697. Get Algebra Done

698. Getting Started with French

699. Getting Started with Spanish

700. Getty-Dubay Productions

701. Gifted Homeschoolers Forum Online 
Classes (GHF)

702. Gigil Tots At the moment Gigil Tots has “no plans to align [its] content with 
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the CCS of the other frameworks... That's not to say [it] won't in 
the future, but this channel is still in development.”

703. Girls of American History 

704. Glimpse of His Splendor

705. Global Student Network Global Student Network has at least two lines of unaligned 
materials (GlobalWare and Ignitia ) and at least three lines of 
aligned materials (Compass   Learning, Gradpoint, and 
OdysseyWare ). The company said, "We believe that one of the 
reasons families homeschool is to be able to decide for 
themselves what is the best educational path for their children. 
For this reason, we [have] many options available to assist all 
homeschool families on their educational journey." It also 
operates essentially the same programming under another name:
International Virtual Learning Academy.

706. Glory of Kings Science
(Silver Lining Press)

707. God's Little Explorers

708. Godstruck Ministries 4 Kids

709. God's World News

710. Go Fish Resources

711. Golden Educational Center

712. Golden Prairie Press (Amy Puetz)

713. Good and the Beautiful, The
(Jenny Phillips)

714. Good Life Careers

715. Googol Power Math

716. Gordon School of Art

717. Gospel According to Creation

718. Gospel Light

719. Grade Spelling (Big IQ Kids) Grade Spelling word lists come from Big IQ Kids, which is 
independent of the CCS.

720. GrammarActive (Forever Learning) GrammarActive was written to align with pre-CCS state 
standards and will maintain its correlations to those standards 
rather than changing to CCS alignment or correlation.

721. Grammar Galaxy

722. Grammar Key, The  

723. Grammar Monster

724. Grammar of Poetry, The 
(Romans Road Media)

725. Grammar Revolution  

726. Grandview Publishing

727. Grapevine Studies

728. Gravitas Publications
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729. Great Bible Race, The (Epic4D)

730. Great Books Academy
(Angelicum Curriculum)

Great Books Academy uses some pre-CCS versions of 
resources that are now aligned. It has purchased as many older 
books as possible and is committed to not using any CCS-related
resources. If it becomes impossible to find pre-CCS editions of 
what it currently uses, it will replace those books with non-CCS 
ones.

731. Great Commission Publications

732. Great Courses, The Most Great Courses material is indepenent of the common core, 
but Great Courses partners with National Geographic – which is 
explicitly aligned to the CCS -  in the production of several 
courses.

733. Greathall Productions

734. Great Source Education Group, Inc. Great Source Education Group, Inc. “operates as a subsidiary of 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company” (HMH), and a 
link to its site (www.greatsource.com) redirects to HMH. Thus, 
Great Source Education Group's status in regards to 
CCS/NGSS/C3 is obviously the same as that of HMH.

735. Great Waters Press

736. Greek for Everyone

737. Greek 'n' Stuff

738. Green Kid Crafts

739. Greenleaf Press Though the publisher of Greenleaf Press did not respond to 
multiple queries, his published comments about the CCS 
indirectly indicate that his materials are not aligned.

740. Green Teacher

741. Group Publishing Group will not be aligning its materials to the CCS, but it does 
support the initiative.

742. Growing Hands-On Kids Growing Hands-On Kids does suggest Handwriting without Tears,
which is correlated to the CCS, but it also “include[s] other [non]-
CCS] alternatives that are hand-made and DIY” as 
recommended options..

743. Growing Smart Kids

744. Growing Through God's Word
(Janis Cox)

745. Growing with Grammar 
(Jac Kris Publishing) 

746. Growly Books, The 

747. Guilt-Free Homeschooling  

748. GUM Drops Grammar

749. Gus the Pilot Dog
(Paws Up! Publishing)

RESOURCE NOTES

750. Hal Leonard Hal Leonard materials are currently aligned to pre-  CCS music 
standards, but the company is considering whether or not to align
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to new CCS standards for the   arts.

751. H & H Publishing

752. Hamilton Troll Books

753. Hands of a Child  

754. Hands On Essays  

755. Hands on Homeschooling  

756. Handspeak

757. Handwriting for Kids

758. Handwriting Repair

759. handwritingworksheets.com

760. Happy Phonics (Love to Learn)  

761. Hardcore History (Dan Carlin)

762. Harding, Matthew Christian 
(Zoe & Sozo Publishing)

763. HarperCollins Children's HarperCollins Children's employs “freelance educators from 
across the country to create [its] teaching guides, author studies, 
and other activities to help teachers and parents use [its] trade 
books with children. [The] freelancers have recently been adding 
Common Core strands to the questions and activities included in 
the materials.” Thus, the literature itself has not been altered 
even though teaching resources that accompany the books are 
aligned.

764. Harp Lessons with Darlene

765. Harvest House Publishers

766. Harvest Ministry 

767. Harvest Time Partners

768. Harvey's Grammar (Mott Media Publishing)  

769. Hasseler Publishing The author of the Hasseler Publishing materials also has a site 
(Paula's Archives) on which she recommends potentially aligned 
resources for general homeschool use. But the materials she 
writes, publishes, and sells via Hasseler are not aligned and are 
not dependent on the resources listed on the archive.

770. Have Fun with  History

771. Hayes (Flipside) In addition to serving as a supplier/distributor, Hayes (Flipside) 
has also created its own product lines, which are listed 
separately in the Subject Area Project.

772. Head First Labs

773. Head for Home
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)

Though a majority of Houghton Mifflin Harcourt product lines are 
aligned with the CCS, its Head for Home resources remain 
independent of the initiative.

774. Headventure Land The publishers of Headventure Land reports that the “CCS does 
get mentioned in Writing and Rhetoric but simply as a reference -
not in any way to support or use it to advertise.”

775. Headstrong Learning Center Among other resources, Headstrong Learning Center uses 
materials from PhonoGraphix, which has correlated – not aligned
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(changed for) – its resources to the CCS.

776. Heart of Dakota Heart of Dakota will not change anything written in any of its 
guides. It has a small connection to CCS through its 
recommendation of the aligned Discovering Mathematics Series 
7A/7B and 8A/8B published by Singapore (and it does 
recommend Singapore in the elementary years – but the US 
Edition of Primary Mathematics, which is the recommendation, is 
the one non-CCS series Singapore publishes). However, along 
with its aligned Singapore suggestions, HOD also offers non-
aligned recommendations for the same content (Videotext and 
No-Nonsense) so parents wanting to use a complete HOD core 
can remain completely unaligned with the CCS if they would like. 
Another small connection is the use of one Usborne book, but it’s
included in an optional book packet so it’s not actually required to
complete the course. Also of note: the first high school package 
uses a BJU literature book and another package incorporates 
Dave Ramsey's Foundations in Personal Finance, both of which 
are correlated to the CCS. Correlated materials are not “explicitly 
aligned” so they do not contain CCS content, but companies that 
have chosen to correlate do support the CCS.

777. Heart of Wisdom  

778. Hebrew4Christians

779. Heirloom Audio Productions
  In Freedom's Cause
  Under Drake's Flag
  With Lee in Virginia

780. HelloKids.com HelloKids has not purposed to align or correlate any activities 
with the CCS. But it has “partnerships and licensing agreements 
with many brands” and could not give me the complete list of 
affiliates. Therefore, it's possible that some of the site's partners 
have CCS-aligned content.

781. Helping Hand, A
  State History from a Christian Perspective

 

782. Help with Math (MathXpert)

783. Henle Latin (Loyola Press)  

784. Henle Latin Online (Compass Classroom)

785. Here to Help Learning

786. Heritage History  

787. Hero Factor Games

788. Hewitt Homeschooling  

789. Hexco Academic Hexco Academic materials were written to help students prepare 
for the National Spelling Bee; the National Geographic Bee; the 
History Bee; the South Asian Bee; competitions of the North-
South Foundation; and competitions of the University 
Interscholastic League (UIL), the Private School Interscholastic 
Association (PSIA), and the Texas Association of Private and 
Parochial Schools (TAPPS), all in Texas. If any of those 
competitions choose to align with the CCS, Hexco materials may 
adjust accordingly, but the current materials are not aligned or 
correlated.

790. Hickory Grove Press
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https://www.hickorygrovepress.com/index.cfm
http://www.hexco.com/
https://www.hewitthomeschooling.com/Home/hMain.aspx
http://herofactorgames.com/
http://www.heritage-history.com/www/heritage.php
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http://www.helpwithmath.com/
http://www.statehistory.net/
http://www.hellokids.com/
http://www.livetheadventureletter.com/about-heirloom-audio/
http://www.hebrew4christians.com/
http://www.heartofwisdom.com/homeschoollinks/
http://www.heartofdakota.com/


791. Higher Rock Education

792. Hillsdale Academy  

793. Hillsdale Academy Reference Guide The Hillsdale Academy Reference Guide actually lists materials 
from quite a few companies that have chosen since 2010 to align
or correlate with the CCS (i.e., SRA, Delta, Evan-Moor, Zaner 
Bloser, Prentice Hall, etc.). However, the guide requires specific 
editions of each resource, all of which pre-date the CCS by 
several years (i.e., from the 1990s and early 2000s). If one uses 
the exact editions listed in the guide, there will be no connection 
to the CCS; however, if one would substitute current editions (i.e.,
2010 or later), many resources would be either correlated or 
aligned to the CCS.

794. H.I.Science Learning

795. Historical Conquest

796. History2U

797. History and Geography of the Bible Story

798. HistoryAnimated HistoryAnimated has no immediate plans to align or correlate 
with the CCS, but it may consider doing so in the future.

799. History at Our House  

800. History Links

801. History.net (Weider History Group)

802. History Scribe (The Homeschool Shop)  

803. History Unboxed

804. Hoffman Academy (Online Piano Lessons) 

805. Hodgepodge

806. Holey Cards

807. Holub, Joan

808. Holy Heroes

809. Holy Cow Science 

810. Home2Teach

811. Home Art Studio

812. Home Education Resources

813. Homegrown Preschooler, The

814. Home Grown Programmers 

815. Home Learning Year by Year Though the CCS did not exist when Home Learning Year by Year 
was first published, and the book's most recent edition came out 
in 2000, some of the providers mentioned in the book may have 
since chosen to align. Thus, readers seeking non-aligned 
resources should check out the CCS position of the entities 
discussed in Home Learning Year by Year.

816. Home Life Skills (Regina Hogsten)

817. HomeScholar, The (Lee Binz) The HomeScholar's publications are independent of the CCS. 
However, Lee Binz regularly promotes other resources, some of 
which are aligned with or correlated to the CCS.
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http://www.thehomescholar.com/
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/007497/
http://www.amazon.com/Home-Learning-Year-Homeschool-Curriculum/dp/0609805851
http://www.rebeccaruppresources.com/
http://www.homegrownprogrammers.com/
http://www.thehomegrownpreschooler.com/
http://www.homeeducationresources.com/
http://www.officialhomeartstudio.com/
http://www.home2teach.com/
http://www.holycowscience.com/
http://www.holyheroes.com/
http://www.joanholub.com/
http://holeycards.com/
http://www.hodgepodge.me/
https://www.hoffmanacademy.com/
http://historyunboxed.com/
http://www.historyscribe.com/
http://www.historynet.com/
http://www.historylinks.info/
http://historyatourhouse.com/
http://historyanimated.com/verynewhistorywaranimated/
http://www.thetfordcountry.com/HistoryGeography.html
http://www.history2u.com/
http://www.historicalconquest.com/
http://www.hisciencelearning.com/
http://academy.hillsdale.edu/academics/curriculum
http://www.hillsdale.edu/academy/academics/curriculum.asp
http://higherrockeducation.com/


818. HomeSchool Advantage

819. Homeschool Adventure Company  

820. Homeschool Astronomy

821. Homeschool Bits

822. Homeschool Casa

823. Homeschool Connection, The The Homeschool Connection provides some tutoring for public 
and private school students. However, it does not incorporate the
CCS into programming for its homeschool students.

824. Homeschool Connections 

825. Homeschool Court

826. Homeschool Creations

827. Homeschool Den

828. Homeschooled Kids Online

829. Homeschool Freebie of the Day
(Erskine Family)

830. Homeschool Hackers (Crandall Coding)

831. Homeschooling Torah

832. Homeschool in the Woods  

833. Homeschool Journey

834. Homeschool Legacy  

835. Homeschoolmath.net (Math Mammoth) Homeschoolmath.net is a subsidiary of Math Mammoth, which 
has both independent and explicitly aligned books. 
Homeschoolmath.net does not contain any CCS content.

836. HomeSchool Piano HomeSchool Piano follows the National Standards of   Music 
Education standards, not the CCS.

837. Homeschool Programming, Inc.

838. Homeschool Psych

839. Homeschool Radio Show  s
(Erskine Family)

840. Home School Scholastics

841. Homeschool Science Press

842. Homeschool Scientist, The

843. Homeschool Share

844. Homeschool Spanish Academy

845. Homeschool with MineCraft

846. Homeschool-Your-Boys

847. Home Spelling Words Home Spelling Words may choose to advertise that it can be 
used with the CCS, but it has not decided whether or not to do so
at this time.

848. Homestead Blessings
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http://www.homestead-blessings.com/
http://www.homespellingwords.com/
http://www.homeschool-your-boys.com/
http://www.homeschoolwithminecraft.com/home.html
http://homeschoolspanishacademy.com/
http://www.homeschoolshare.com/
http://thehomeschoolscientist.com/
http://www.homeschoolsciencepress.com/
http://homeschoolscholastics.com/
http://homeschoolradioshows.net/
http://homeschoolradioshows.net/
http://www.homeschoolpsych.com/
http://www.homeschoolprogramming.com/resources/news.php#news20130707
https://homeschoolpiano.jazzedge.com/learn-the-piano-at-home/
https://homeschoolpiano.jazzedge.com/learn-the-piano-at-home/
https://homeschoolpiano.jazzedge.com/learn-the-piano-at-home/
http://homeschoolpiano.jazzedge.com/
http://www.homeschoolmath.net/
http://www.homeschoollegacy.com/
http://www.homeschooljourney.com/
http://homeschoolinthewoods.com/
http://homeschoolingtorah.com/
http://www.homeschoolhackers.org/
http://www.homeschoolfreebie.wholesomechildhood.com/
http://www.homeschooled-kids.com/
http://homeschoolden.com/
http://homeschoolcreations.com/
http://www.homeschoolcourt.com/Home_Page.php
http://homeschoolconnectionsonline.com/
http://www.thehomeschoolconnection.net/
http://homeschoolcasa.com/
http://homeschoolbits.wordpress.com/
http://www.homeschoolastronomy.com/
http://www.homeschooladventure.com/
http://www.homeschooladvantage.com/


849. Honey for a Child's Heart
(and Honey for a Teen's Heart)

Honey for a Child's Heart and Honey for a Teen's Heart were 
both most recently updated in 2002, and Mrs. Hunt passed away 
in 2010. Though published by Zondervan, which is correlating 
some of its materials to the CCS, these titles have not been 
altered since 2002.

850. Honour of Kings  

851. Horizons (Alpha-Omega) Alpha-Omega has purposed to avoid using any CCS-related 
resources when making any revisions to any of its product lines, 
including Horizons.

852. Horn Book, The The Horn Book provides lists of recommended children's books 
and sometimes blogs on education-related topics such as the 
CCS. But it does not promote the CCS.

853. Houghton Mifflin Harcourt 
  Avancemos!
  Bien dit!
  Head for Home
  Math in Focus (2009 version)
  Saxon Grammar & Writing (1st Edition)
  Saxon Math (homeschool version, pre-2010)
  Saxon Phonics

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HMH) advocates for the CCS and 
advertises its alignment with the standards. Only a few HMH 
products -  pre-2010 editions of Saxon Homeschool Math, the 
2009 version of Math in Focus, Saxon Phonics (1998 copyright), 
the 1st Edition of Saxon Grammar & Writing, Avancemos!, Bien 
dit!, and Head for Home – are independent of the CCS. Other 
than that, HMH representatives have explained that the rest of its
materials (or those of its subsidiaries) published/produced in 
2010 or later are aligned. 

854. How Great Thou Art
(Barry Stebbing)

 

855. How Many Syllables

856. How to Memorize the Periodic Table How to Memorize the Periodic Table is based in Australia and, 
thus, has no connection to the CCS/NGSS. And “unless [it 
begins] to receive queries from [its] customer base that this is 
important to them, [it] probably won't try to give the appearance 
of a correlation for the sake of marketing.”

857. HS Highlights

858. HSLDA Online Academy Some regular classes offered by HSLDA Online Academy 
(formerly known as Patrick Henry Preperatory Academy) do not 
include any aligned books, but others utilize both correlated (i.e., 
Barron's, BJU, Usborne) and explicitly aligned (i.e., IXL, 
Longman) resources. Additionally, the academy offers a number 
of AP courses, and while those are not directly covered by the 
CCS because they are the equivalent of freshmen-level college 
courses, it's worth noting that all AP courses must be   approved 
by the   College Board and that the College Board is in the 
process of changing AP courses and tests to “reconcile” AP with 
the CCS. In order to maintain College Board approval, HSLDA 
Online Academy AP classes will have to make related changes 
as well.

859. HTML 101 for Kids

860. HTMLcurriculum.com (IE Class)

861. Hubbard's Cupboard
(Joyful Heart Learning)

862. Hyperion (Hachette) Most Hyperion (Hachette) titles have no connection to the CCS. 
However, one title - “the newly re-issued paperback version of 
The Words We Live By: Your Annotated Guide to the Constitution
by Linda R. Monk” - is being marketed as a CCS exemplar text.
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http://hyperionbooks.com/
http://www.hubbardscupboard.org/
http://htmlcurriculum.com/
http://www.forthuntparent.com/academy/HTMLFrontPage.cfm?invite=3295&CFID=483456&CFTOKEN=6d131b6a08de252f-6E0C39AC-CA14-F6D4-2FC39BCF22A990DC
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http://www.phcprep.org/what-is-ap
http://academy.hslda.org/
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http://www.howmanysyllables.com/
http://www.howgreatthouart.com/
http://www.hmhco.com/educators/education-topics/by-topic/common-core
http://www.hmhco.com/
http://www.hbook.com/
http://www.aophomeschooling.com/horizons_overview
http://honourofkings.com/
http://www.amazon.com/Honey-Childs-Heart-Gladys-Hunt/dp/0310242460


RESOURCE NOTES

863. I Can Play Violin!

864. I Can Teach My Child The creator of the I Can Teach My Child resources has not yet 
studied the CCS. Thus, she has not changed her materials to 
align and does not have any immediate plans to do so.

865. Ideals Books Ideals Books is not correlated or aligned at this time, but the 
company is still evaluating the CCS so its status may eventually 
change. 

866. I Drive Safely

867. IE Languages

868. Ignatius Press  

869. Ignitia (Alpha-Omega) Alpha-Omega has purposed to avoid using any CCS-related 
resources when making any revisions to any of its product lines, 
including Ignitia.

In the spring of 2013, a few CCS-aligned courses were created 
for Ignitia, but a parent would have to contact AOP specifically 
asking for those courses in order to get them. The default Ignitia 
courses used by any vendor are non-CCS, and the few courses 
that were developed with the CCS in mind will probably be 
phased out in the next few months.

870. Igniting Your Writing! (Merritt Park Press)

871. Iguana Art Academy

872. iknowthat.com iknowthat.com was developed using pre-CCS standards and 
remains aligned with them, not the CCS.

873. ILS Market

874. Illustra Media

875. Improve Your Math Fluency Current Improve Your Math Fluency materials are independent of
the CCS, but it “may come out with new materials specifically 
designed with CCS/NGSS/C3 in mind, if there appears to be a 
significant demand for this.”

876. Inheritance Publications

877. InnovatorsTribe.com

878. InquisiKids (Avyx, Inc.)

879. Insight Technical Education

880. Inspiration of Painting

881. Inspire My Artist

882. Insta-Learn

883. Institute for Cultural Communicators, The

884. Institute for Excellence in   Writing (IEW) IEW's creator has testified against the CCS, and IEW products 
designed for homeschoolers remain independent of the CCS. 
IEW's public school resources – teacher lesson plans and 
student instructional materials – have been correlated, but those 
resources are completely different than the homeschool-oriented 
DVDs and student materials (such that they would not even be 
useful for homeschool parents). The one resource available to 
both audiences – Teaching Writing: Structure & Style (TWSS) – 
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http://www.scribd.com/doc/181696903/Written-Testimony-of-Andrew-Pudewa-to-Common-Core-Interim-OK
http://iew.com/
http://iew.com/
http://iccinc.org/
http://www.insta-learn.com/
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http://insighttechnicaleducation.com/
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http://illustramedia.com/
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https://www.iguanaacademy.com/
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http://www.idrivesafely.com/
http://www.idealsbooks.com/
http://www.icanteachmychild.com/
http://www.icanplayviolin.com/


RESOURCE NOTES

remains independent (i.e., it has not been correlated to the CCS).

885. Institute for Faith, Work & Economics 
(IFWE)

The Institute for Faith, Work & Economics may consider aligning 
or correlating with CCS/NGSS/C3 in the future but has no no 
plans to do so at the current time. 

886. Institute for Mathematics and Computer 
Science, The (IMAC)
  eIMACS
  Elements of Mathematics

IMACS will not change its content. It may consider showing 
correlations, but has no immediate plans to do so.

In terms of the program's AP preparation courses, AP classes are
not directly covered by the CCS because they are the equivalent 
of freshmen-level college courses. But it's worth noting that all AP
classes must be approved by the College Board and that the 
College Board is in the process of changing AP courses and tests 
to “reconcile” AP with the CCS. In order to maintain College 
Board approval, the AP classes offered by IMACS may have to 
make related changes as well.

887. Institute of Biblical Greek, The

888. Institute of Reading Development  
Literature Programs 

889. Institute on the Constitution
(The American View)

890. Instructional Resources Company
(Susan C. Anthony)

891. Intellego Unit Studies  

892. Interactive Metronome (IM-Home)

893. Intercollegiate Studies Institute

894. International Children's Digital Library

895. International Christian Association of 
Neurodevelopmentalists (ICAN)

896. International Virtual Learning Academy International Virtual Learning Academy is operated by the same 
company that owns Global Student Network (GSN) and offers 
programming that is essentially idential to that which is offered by
GSN, some of which is aligned to the CCS/NGSS/C3 and some 
of which is not. See the note for Global Student Network for more
information. 

897. Internet Martial Arts

898. In the Constitution

899. Itchy's Alphabet

900. Ivy Kids

RESOURCE NOTES

901. Jackdaw Publications

902. Jackpine Point Adventures
(Merritt Park Press)

903. Jacob's Math
(Bedford, Freeman & Worth Publishers)

The publisher of Jacob's Math (Bedford, Freeman & Worth 
Publishers) has clearly stated that those materials will not 
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http://www.exodusbooks.com/category.aspx?id=2493
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https://www.globalstudentnetwork.com/
https://www.internationalvla.com/
http://www.icando.org/
http://www.icando.org/
http://en.childrenslibrary.org/
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http://www.imhome.org/
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http://www.susancanthony.com/index.html
http://www.theamericanview.com/
http://literatureprograms.org/
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http://biblicalgreek.org/
http://www.aasa.org/content.aspx?id=27296
http://www.imacs.org/
http://www.imacs.org/
https://tifwe.org/homeschool/


change even though the company does publish other materials 
(not typically used by homeschoolers) that are CCS-aligned.

904. Jax Games

905. Jelly Bean Jar Publications
(Angela O'Dell)

“None of [the Jelly Bean Jar] books are or have ever been 
published by a Common Core aligned publishing company. The 
name 'Glencoe' (the name of [the] town [in which the author 
lives]) shows up [in searches] because [that] shows [her] 
location. [The author is not] with [the large publisher named] 
Glencoe.”

906. Jensen, Frode

907. Jeremiah Films

908. Jetpack Academy

909. Jett Games

910. Jim Hodges Audio Books 

911. J. Jennings Publishing Company

912. Johnson, Dani

913. Johnson O'Connor Research Foundation

914. Joint Military Cadets of America

915. Jonathan Parker Adventure Series

916. Jotham's Journey (Arnold Ytreeide)

917. Journaling Habit, The
(The Homeschool Shop)

918. Journey through Learning, A  

919. Journey through Time

920. Joy Berry Books

921. Joyful Heart Learning
(Hubbard's Cupboard)

922. Joy Tunes

923. JSTOR Research Basics

924. Judson Press

925. Jump in Writing (Sharon Watson)

926. JUMP Math 
(2009 Canadian version)

Though a new U.S. Edition of JUMP Math is fully aligned with the
CCS, the original 2009 Canadian version of the program has not 
been and will not be altered. The company will maintain the 
original version while also promoting the aligned version so 
“learners can choose the set that best meets their needs.”

927. Jump Start (Knowledge Adventure)
(gaming site only)

The Jump Start gaming site is not CCS-aligned, though the Jump
Start curriculum (available for download and on disc) is aligned.

928. Junior Explor  ers

RESOURCE NOTES

929. Karis Math  
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http://www.karismath.com/home/
http://www.juniorexplorers.com/
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930. Kaufman, Nancy

931. Keepers of the Faith
  Contenders for the Faith
  Keepers at Home

932. Keepsake Curriculum

933. Keith's Think Zone

934. Kesler Science Kesler Science “is written to support the Texas TEKS (6th-8th),” 
not the CCS/NGSS. “It's possible that [the author] will write some
curriculum with NGSS standards as the objective, but [he 
doesn't] have a timetable on when that may be.”

935. Kester Braille

936. Keyboard Classroom

937. Key Books

938. Keys, Dalen

939. Keys for Kids Ministries

940. Key to... Math Workbooks (McGraw-Hill) Though McGraw-Hill has aligned most of its materials, the Key 
to... Math Workbooks currently remain independent of the CCS.

941. Kidipede

942. Kidology

943. Kids4Truth

944. KidsBooks

945. Kids Can Sew

946. Kids Cook Real Food

947. Kids Corner (ReFrame Media)

948. Kids Health

949. Kids Love Travel

950. Kids Math Games

951. Kids of Courage (Voice of the Martyrs)

952. Kids of Integrity (Focus on the Family)

953. Kidsongs

954. Kids Sewing

955. KidsTalkAboutGod

956. Kid  s  Tek Learning

957. Kids Times Tables

958. Kids' Wings

959. Kidware Software

960. KidzClix.net

961. Kilbride, Susan Susan Kilbride will not change her books' content to align with 
the CCS. Someday she may show correlations, but she has no 
immediate plans to do so.
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http://www.keysforkids.org/Home.aspx
http://dalenkeys.com/
http://www.keybooks.org/home
http://www.keyboardclassroom.com/
http://www.kesterbraille.com/
http://www.keslerscience.com/
http://thinkzone.wlonk.com/
http://beautifulbiblicalwomanhood.com/
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http://kcccloud.com/kcc/


962. Kimber Academy

963. Kinderart

964. Kindergarten Complete

965. KinderTown (Demme Learning) “KinderTown is an app for parents to find other educational apps 
for use with their children.” Though marketed by Demme 
Learning, which has aligned products (i.e., Math-U-See), 
KinderTown is not purposely connected to the CCS. However, 
some of the apps to which it directs parents may be CCS-
connected so parents should check the CCS status of each 
individual recommendation.

966. Kindness Elves, The

967. King Alfred's English (The Shorter Word)

968. Kingdom Games (4Soils)

969. Kingstone Comics

970. King's Way Classical Academy

971. Kirkwood Education Online

972. Kiselev's Geometry  

973. KISS Grammar

974. Kitchen Stewardship

975. Kitchen Table Math (Dr. Wright)

976. kiupe kiupe's current educational apps - Multiplications with Math 
Mathews and Mental Math with Math Mathews – are not aligned 
with the CCS and will not be changed to align. If the company 
develops new apps, though, they will written to align.

977. Kiwi Crate (Kiwi Crate) Kiwi Crate is for Ages 4-8. The parent company offers other 
resources – Koala Crate, Tinker Crate, and Doodle Crate – for 
other age groups. Each product has a distinctive focus. The 
company has no current plans to align with the CCS, but may 
consider doing so in the future.

978. KizPhonics KizPhonics may choose to align to the CCS at some point but 
has no immediate plans to do so.

979. Knowledge Box Central  

980. Knowledge of Music  

981. Koala Crate (Kiwi Crate) Koala Crate is for Ages 3-4. The parent company offers other 
resources – Kiwi Crate, Tinker Crate, and Doodle Crate – for 
other age groups. Each product has a distinctive focus. The 
company has no current plans to align with the CCS, but may 
consider doing so in the future.

982. KONOS  

983. Kregel Publications

984. Kulture Krate

985. Kwik Learning

RESOURCE NOTES
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http://www.kinderart.com/
http://glennjkimberacademy.com/


986. Ladd Family Adventure Series
(Mott Media Publishing)

 

987. LaLa Logic

988. Lamplighter

989. Landmark Complete Curriculum
(Landmark Baptist Press)

 

990. Lampstand Press Lampstand Press offers online classes using the Tapestry of 
Grace curriuclum, which is independent of the CCS.

991. Language Olympics (ILS Market)

992. Language Together

993. Language Tree Language Tree currently offers materials for elementary grades 
only and those resources have not been and will not be altered 
to comply with any aspect of the CCS. If Language Tree decides 
to develop materials for the secondary level, those may be 
written to align, but the company has no current plans for such 
materials.

994. Language Tune-Up Kit

995. Lanternfish ESH

996. Lark Crafts

997. Latin in the Christian Trivium

998. Latin Road to English Grammar, The
(Schola Publishing)

 

999. Latter Day Learning

1000. Laurel Springs School Some Laurel Springs classes are Advanced Placement (AP), 
which has ancillary connections with the CCS. But non-AP 
Laurel Springs material is independent of the initiative.

In terms of the program's AP preparation courses, AP classes 
are not directly covered by the CCS because they are the 
equivalent of freshmen-level college courses. But it's worth 
noting that all AP classes must be approved by the College 
Board and that the College Board is in the process of changing 
AP courses and   tests to “reconcile” AP with the CCS. In order to 
maintain College Board approval, the AP classes offered by 
Laurel Springs will have to make related changes as well.

1001. Layers of Learning Layers of Learning “is not common core aligned...has never 
been changed to fit with any government standards...[and has] 
no plans to align with common core ever.” Please note that the 
plans do “recommend many web resources throughout,” some of
which might be connected to the CCS, but that such links are 
optional and supplementary to the overall program.

1002. LDhope (Essential Learning Institute)

1003. LeadershipForKids

1004. Leading God's Generation

1005. Learnables,   The

1006. Learn and Master

1007. Learn Differently  
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1008. Learn Engineering

1009. Learn for Your Life Learn for Your Life may decide at some point to show 
correlations to the CCS but has no immediate plans to do so.

1010. Learning Adventures  

1011. Learning Breakthrough

1012. LearningHerbs

1013. Learning Language Arts through Literature 
(Common Sense Press)

Current Common Sense Press materials are not aligned. The 
company has not said that it won't align future products - thus, 
that remains a possibility – but there are no specific plans for 
that at this time.

1014. Learning Planet

1015. Learning Rivers (Christian Cottage) Materials written directly by Christian Cottage are not aligned, 
but its full curriculum uses some materials from companies, 
including Easy Grammar and BJU, that are correlated with the 
CCS and others, such as Modern Curriculum Press, Evan-Moor, 
and EPS, that offer many explicitly aligned products. Christian 
Cottage consults with families to create a custom curriculum 
program for each student, so parents desiring to refrain from 
using CCS-related materials could discuss that with the 
consultants.

1016. LearningRx

1017. Learning Station, The

1018. Learning Success

1019. Learning through History

1020. Learning through Listening Learning through Listening contains lesson plan ideas that were 
all written prior to the advent of the CCS. At this point, the site is 
being maintained, but no new content is being added. It's 
possible that at some point in the future the lesson plans will be 
correlated to the CCS, but the company has no plans to do so at 
this time.

1021. Learn Math Fast  

1022. Learn Our History Though the Learn Our History spokesman, Mike Huckabee, 
promotes the CCS, the Learn Our History materials will remain 
unaligned.

1023. Learn Piano by Ear

1024. Learn Quickly Learn Quickly is correlated to the California High School Exit 
Examination (CAHSEE) and to the Comprehensive Adult 
Student Assessment Systems (CASAS) rather than to the CCS.

1025. Learn Spanish with Grace

1026. Learn That Word 

1027. Learn to Draw (Oistein Kristiansen)

1028. Learn to Learn

1029. Learn to Play Music

1030. Legacy Documentaries (Dean Butler)

1031. LEMILOE Publishing

1032. Lemonhass Lemonhass “is completely in the Spanish language designed for 
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Spanish speaking homeschool families around the world. [It is] 
based out of Mexico and...does not follow the CCS.”

1033. Lesson Plan Ladies Lesson Plan Ladies utilizes some books from companies that 
are now aligned with the CCS (i.e., Good Year Books, Gryphon 
House). However, its lesson plans were specifically written to 
earlier (pre-CCS) editions of the books (from the 1990s and early
2000s) and will not be updated to match with any aligned 
editions of the books that may be published going forward. 
Additionally, as Lesson Plan Ladies add plans for more 
grade/age levels, it will consciously work to avoid CCS-aligned 
resources.

1034. Let's Play Math

1035. Letter Leaders

1036. Liahona Academy Liahona Academy creates its own history and language arts 
resources. Its choices for science are currently in flux, but it is 
committed to using only non-CCS resources. For math, the 
program uses the public school version of Saxon and Math-U-
See. But it only allows the 2004 (pre-CCS) edition of Saxon and 
will only utilize pre-2013 editions of Math-U-See.

1037. Liberty Aloud

1038. Liberty & Independence Press

1039. Liberty Classroom

1040. Liberty's Kids (DiC Entertainment) Liberty's Kids was produced in 2002-2003, well before the CCS 
came into existence, and has not been altered since its creation.

1041. Liberty's Path

1042. Liberty Tutorials Liberty Tutorials is committed to using only pre-CCS editions of 
its various recommended texts. “If [those editions] stop being 
published [it hopes] that another publishing company would buy 
the rights of publication... [And] if that does not happen, [Liberty 
Tutorials would] probably try to purchase a set of used texts and 
lease them to [its] students each year.” 

1043. Library Video Company

1044. Lifegroove

1045. Life Launch

1046. Life of Fred  

1047. LIFEPAC (Alpha-Omega) Alpha-Omega has purposed to avoid using any CCS-related 
resources when making any revisions to any of its product lines, 
including LIFEPAC.

1048. Lifeprint (ASLU) The creator of Lifeprint has not yet looked at the CCS. He may 
(or may not) alter his program for it once he examines the 
standards.

1049. LIFE School LIFE School is committed to its program remaining independent 
of the CCS. It is worth noting, though, that users seeking to 
avoid the CCS should use caution when choosing from among 
the math options suggested by LIFE School. One option, Math-
U-See, is CCS-aligned (at the elementary level) and the other 
two options, ALEKS and Saxon, both have aligned and 
unaligned versions. 

1050. Lifestyle of Learning 

1051. Lightbot Lightbot may choose to align with the CCS in the future but has 
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http://letsplaymath.net/my-lets-play-math-books/
http://lessonplanladies.com/


no immediate plans to do so.

1052. LightHome Publications

1053. Lighthouse Christian Academy Lighthouse Christian Academy does offer students the Stanford 
10 standardized test and Rosetta Stone foreign language 
courses, both of which are aligned to the CCS. However, taking 
the test is not required to be enrolled in the academy program, 
and foreign language is an elective.

1054. Lincoln Christian Academy Lincoln Christian Academy uses Accelerated Christian Education
for its coursework.

1055. Lingua Latin Online (Compass Classroom)

1056. Linguistica360

1057. LinkedIn Learning LinkedIn Learning “[doesn't] have [the] specific functionality [to 
align with the CCS]” at this time, but may consider doing so in 
the future.

1058. Linney's Latin Class

1059. LITClub, The (Ali Dent) Because the author and publisher of The LITClub live in Texas, 
the CCS is not “an issue.” When asked if the program is aligned 
with the Texas-based CSCOPE initiative, the publisher 
answered, “We don't have a comment regarding that.”

1060. LiteracySoft LiteracySoft may choose to align with the CCS at some point in 
the future but has no immediate plans for doing so at this time.

1061. Literary Lessons from the Lord of the 
Rings (Homescholar Books)

1062. literatureplace.com

1063. Little Acorn Learning 

1064. Little Blast

1065. Little Flowers Girls' Club
(Behold Publications)

1066. Little Giant Steps

1067. Little Passports

1068. Little Pim

1069. L  ittle Women Hospitality Program
(Behold Publications)

1070. Little Yellow Book Study Guides

1071. LitWits

1072. Live & Learn Press

1073. Lively Latin

1074. Livemocha (Rosetta Stone)

1075. Living Books Curriculum
(Jim and Sheila Carroll)

The teaching guides and other materials written by Living Books 
Curriculum are not aligned, and the publisher notes that LBC has
no interest in aligning any of its program. The curriculum does 
currently suggest the use of three CCS-correlated Usborne 
books in the Grade 1 program. However, I noted only that small 
ancillary connection as I looked through all the LBC 
recommended materials, and LBC is looking to replace those 
titles. Additionally, the LBC publishers pointed out that, “None of 
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http://www.compassclassroom.com/lingua-latina/latin-online-classes-overview/
http://lincolnchristianacademy.com/
http://www.lcaed.com/
http://www.currclick.com/index.php?manufacturers_id=134&affiliate_id=37544&src=LightHome.net_URL


our books [is] ‘required’ in the sense that the curriculum cannot 
be accomplished without it. The thing that is required is the 
method of living books and life experience. Our oft-repeated 
slogan is, ‘It’s not the books; it’s the method.’” Thus, a parent 
could easily substitute alternate, non-aligned books for the three 
Usborne titles.

1076. Living Language (Random House)

1077. Living Math Living Math suggests the use of some CCS-aligned  books (i.e., 
Math-U-See, Right Start, Everyday Math, etc.). None is required,
though, and non-CCS alternatives are also recommended.

1078. Living Waters

1079. Logic (Romans Road Media) Logic is written by the Curriculum Director of Romans Road 
Media, which is independent of the CCS.

1080. Logic of English None of the Logic of English materials have been changed to 
align to the CCS. The publisher feels a call to help children in the
schools learn to read and realizes she must “speak the 
language” of the schools in order to do so. Thus, the 
Foundations program (for K-2) has been correlated so the 
materials might be used in public schools, but the actual content 
of the program has not been changed. And all other Logic of 
English materials remain independent of the CCS.

1081. Logos Bible Software (Faithlife) Logos Bible Software has no plans to incorporate the CCS. 
However, “most of [its] resources are Logos editions of existing 
books, so if those resources are updated, [Logos] would 
eventually do the same.”

1082. Logos Science 

1083. Lonely Planet Kids

1084. Lone Pine Classical School

1085. Lord's Press

1086. Lost Classics
  Primary Language Lessons
  Intermediate Language Lessons

The content of the Lost Classics books has not been changed to 
align with CCS. There is a possibility that Lost Classics may add 
information to teachers' guides only, for those interested in 
knowing how the books' material aligns. But the company hasn't 
decided if it will do that so they remain unaligned.

1087. Love and Learning

1088. Loyal Books

1089. Lucid Education (Derek Owens)

1090. Lukeion Project, The Some Lukeion Project classes are Advanced Placement (AP), 
which has ancillary connections with the CCS. But non-AP 
Lukeion Project material is independent of the initiative.

In terms of the program's AP preparation courses, AP classes 
are not directly covered by the CCS because they are the 
equivalent of freshmen-level college courses. But it's worth 
noting that all AP classes must be approved by the College 
Board and that the College Board is in the process of changing 
AP courses and   tests to “reconcile” AP with the CCS. In order to 
maintain College Board approval, the AP classes offered by The 
Lukeion Project will have to make related changes as well.

1091. Lumosity

1092. lynda.com      lynda.com does offer (under its Teacher Tips category) a few 
tutorials that explain aspects of the CCS. However, instructional 
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materials in other content areas (i.e., subjects that K-12 students
might typically access) have not been affected by the CCS. 

1093. Lyrical Learning  

RESOURCE NOTES

1094. Machowski, Marty

1095. “  Mad about Jesus” Laboratories

1096. Mad Dog Math

1097. MadLibs Though MadLibs' parent company has chosen to correlate and 
align many of its resources, MadLibs itself is not affected by the 
CCS.

1098. Madsen Method, The

1099. Maestro Books The author and illustrator team that creates the Maestro Books is
committed to producing high-quality, unbiased, agenda-free 
resources for young children. And, once copyrighted, the content 
of the materials cannot be altered without their permission. That 
said, because the books are actually published by HarperCollins, 
a mainstream publisher, it is possible that HC might produce 
supplementary, CCS-related resources to accompany Maestro 
Books titles. 

1100. Maestro Classics

1101. Magnobrain

1102. Mailbox Club, The

1103. Mail Order Mystery Mail Order Mystery is currently independent of the CCS. 
However, in the future the company “might explore the possibility 
of creating versions of [its] mysteries that meet these standards 
or are created specifically for classrooms or even just designed 
for larger groups of kids.”

1104. Majesty Music

1105. Making Art Fun

1106. Making Math Meaningful
(Cornerstone Curriculum)

1107. Making Music Fun

1108. Maloney Method

1109. Mango Languages Homeschool Mango Languages has several different language-learning 
divisions, each of which operates rather independently of the 
others. Though other areas of the company are still deciding how
to address the CCS, Mango Languages Homeschool has made a
conscious choice to remain independent. It's also important to 
note that Mango Math Group, which is listed on the Explicitly 
Aligned list, is a completely different company with no connection
to Mango Languages.

1110. Manning Publications

1111. Mantle Ministries (Little Bear Wheeler)

1112. Marie’s Words  

1113. Marini Made Harps
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1114. Marsh Media If Common Core Standards for Puberty/Health are developed, 
Marsh Media will adapt some of its Puberty program materials to 
them. However, it will continue to offer several versions of its 
Puberty programs “with varying information, to ensure that every 
school across the country will be able to find a program that fits 
their specific curriculum.” If its Character Education books are 
“not intended to meet CCS.”

1115. Master Books (New Leaf Publishing Group)

1116. Master Clubs

1117. Mastering Mathematics  

1118. Master of Memory

1119. Masterpiece Art Instruction

1120. Mater Amabilis

1121. Math-Aids.com Currently, all content on Math-Aids.com is independent of the 
CCS. The site author is in the process of creating a separate 
section of aligned material. The CCS section will be clearly 
labeled as such when it is added.

1122. Mathamanimals, The

1123. Math and Physics for Homeschool 
Students (Derek Owens)

1124. Math Antics Math Antics may choose at some point to align with the CCS but 
has no immediate plans to do so.

1125. Math Blaster (Knowledge Adventure)

1126. Math Celebrity Math Celebrity offers its program users a choice between 
calculators independent of the CCS and those aligned with the 
initiative. Both are available according to users' preferences.

1127. Math Doesn't Suck
(and other books by Danica McKellar)

1128. Math-Drills.com Math-Drills.com “caters to a worldwide audience, so choosing 
one curriculum over another would not serve all of [its] users.” It 
is possible that some content related to the CCS has been added
upon user request, but given the nature of the site – helping kids 
to practice and, thus, retain basic math facts – any such 
connections are purely circumstantial. 

1129. Math Dude, The The Math Dude podcast addresses a wide variety of math-related
topics so it's possible the CCS may come up.  However, 
broadcasts are not aiming for a connection to the CCS.

1130. Mathematical Basteleien

1131. Math Essentials  

1132. Math Fact Cafe

1133. Math Facts NOW!  

1134. Math in a Box
  Algebra Class Online
  Geometry Class Online

The Math in a Box materials will not be changed to align. 
However, the author has not yet decided whether or not she will 
eventually show correlations. 

1135. Math in English Math in English replied to queries by saying that, “unfortunately,” 
it does not have documents showing correlations to the CCS. It 
does not intend to change its content to align, but this answer 
may indicate the company's desire to eventually correlate.
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1136. Math in Focus (2009 version only)
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)

The 2009 edition of Math in Focus (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt) is 
not aligned with the CCS, but later versions are.

1137. Math-It
(Weimar Institute)

1138. Math-Kal

1139. Mathlingual Mathlingual “strongly believes in the rights of individual families to
choose the educational programs they feel are best for their 
children. [Its] curricula are completely independent of the 
Common Core Initiative.”

1140. Math Made Easy

1141. Math Mammoth
(everything except the Light Blue Series)

Most Math Mammoth materials – including the Blue Series, 
Green Series, current Golden Series, and old Light Blue Series – 
are not aligned and will not become aligned. The current edition 
of the Light Blue Series is aligned. The Golden Series may 
eventually be aligned, but the publisher does not have immediate
plans to begin working on that at this time.

1142. Math on the Level  

1143. Math Page, The

1144. Math Relief!  

1145. Math Rider

1146. Math/Science Nucleus

1147. MathSecret.com

1148. MathTacular  

1149. MathTutorDVD MathTutorDVD's Mastering 5th Grade Math series “specifically 
aligns with Common Core standards.” The company is “still 
evaluating whether or not [it] will release subsequent sets of full 
grade level math curricula (probably 4th and 6th grade), or 
whether or not it will include Common Core.” There are no 
current plans to align or correlate other MathTutorDVD courses to
the CCS.

1150. Mathway

1151. Math without Borders Though the creator of Math without Borders does not have 
concerns about the CCS, he does not intend to change anything 
in his program to consciously align with the initiative. 

1152. Math Worksheet Site, The The Math Worksheet Site adds additional resources as teachers 
request them so it's possible that some sheets will be aligned 
going forward. However, the company also says that "we have no
idea if those requests align with the common core or not because
we don't care a pin about common core." 

1153. Mavis Beacon Typing (Windows)  According to its distributor, Learning Services, the
Windows version of Mavis Beacon  (owned by Houghton-Mifflin 
Harcourt) is not aligned to the CCS. The Mac version of the 
program (owned by Mackiev) is aligned.

1154. Maximum Potential Kids

1155. Maybury, Richard J. (Uncle Eric Books)

1156. Mazor Books

1157. McDonald Among McDonald's more than 500 products, nine contain lists of 
correlations to the CCS. The other resources are independent of 
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http://mathrider.com/
http://www.mathrelief.com/
http://www.themathpage.com/
http://www.mathonthelevel.com/
https://store.kagi.com/cgi-bin/store.cgi?storeID=5KN_live&page=Math_Mammoth_Packages
http://www.mathmadeeasy.com/index.php
http://www.mathlingual.com/
http://www.mathkalusa.com/index.html
http://www.christianbook.com/Christian/Books/easy_find?Ntk=keywords&Ntt=math-it&action=Search&kw=math-it&event=PPCSRC&p=1018818&gclid=CJaeju64mbcCFZBcMgodBGMAjw
http://www.hmhco.com/shop/education-curriculum/math/math-in-focus-singapore-math


the initiative.

1158. McGuffey Readers (Mott Media Publishing)  

1159. McGuffey's Online Tutor

1160. Me & My House Ministries

1161. Media Angels Inc. Publishing  

1162. Media Talk 101

1163. Mega Verse Ministries

1164. Mel Bay Publications

1165. MEL Chemistry The high school level MEL Chemistry material is aligned with 
Advanced Placement (AP) Chemistry; AP is aligned with the 
CCS. Elementary MEL Chemistry material is independent of the 
initiative.

In terms of the program's AP material, AP is not directly covered 
by the CCS because AP classes and resources are the 
equivalent of freshmen-level college courses. But it's worth noting
that all AP classes must be approved by the College Board and 
that the College Board is in the process of changing AP courses 
and   tests to “reconcile” AP with the CCS. In order to maintain 
College Board approval, the AP-aligned material offered by MEL 
Chemistry will have to make related changes as well.

1166. Melissa & Doug

1167. Melk, the Christmas Monkey
(Paradise Praises)

1168. membean

1169. Memoria Press Memoria Press has posted its official position on its website: How
will the online school and curriculum   be   impacted by The 
Common Core?

1170. MemoryTyper

1171. Menno Media (Herald Press)

1172. Mensch on a Bench, The

1173. Mentoring Our Own
(formerly Moor House Academy and
Royal Academe)

1174. Mick Art Productions Publishing  

1175. Micro Business for Teens

1176. MIDI for Kids

1177. Midwest Christian Academy Midwest Christian Academy utilizes PACES from Accelerated 
Christian Education (ACE), which are independent of the CCS.

1178. Midwest Theological Forum

1179. Mighty Book

1180. Millward, Randi L.

1181. Ministry-to-Children

1182. MindWare MindWare sells its own products as well as products from other 
vendors. In regard to its own products, it does “not have a current
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http://www.mindware.com/
http://ministry-to-children.com/
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_noss?url=search-alias=aps&field-keywords=randi+millward+curriculum
http://mightybook.com/
http://www.theologicalforum.org/
http://midwestchristianacademy.com/index.php
https://www.midiforkids.com/src/mfk_home.php
http://microbusinessforteens.com/
http://www.mickartproductions.com/
http://mentoringourown.com/
http://themenschonabench.com/?v=7516fd43adaa
http://www.mennomedia.org/
http://memorytyper.com/
http://www.memoriapress.com/onlineschool/faq
http://www.memoriapress.com/onlineschool/faq
http://www.memoriapress.com/onlineschool/faq
http://www.memoriapress.com/onlineschool/faq
http://www.memoriapress.com/onlineschool/faq
http://www.memoriapress.com/
http://membean.com/
http://paradisepraises.com/melk/
http://www.melissaanddoug.com/
http://www.aasa.org/content.aspx?id=27296
http://www.aasa.org/content.aspx?id=27296
http://www.aasa.org/content.aspx?id=27296
https://melscience.com/en/
http://www.melbay.com/
http://www.megaverses.com/
http://www.mediatalk101.org/
http://www.mediaangels.com/
http://me-and-my-house.org/
http://www.mcguffeysonlinetutor.com/
http://www.mottmedia.com/


system in place to rate [its] proprietary items to follow the NGSS, 
Common Core and C3,” but it may consider doing so in the 
future. 

1183. Minecraft Though Microsoft – whose owner, Bill Gates, is a strong 
proponent of the CCS – bought Minecraft in 2014, it has not 
made any CCS-related changes to the game. However, third-
party vendors who offer various Minecraft-related sites may or 
may not add a CCS component. For example, Skrafty 
Homeschool Minecraft, GameEd Academy, Homeschool with 
MineCraft remain independent of the CCS, but 
Lessons4Minecraft has created CCS-correlated plans in several 
subject areas. Thus, one must check the status of each potential 
Minecraft-oriented site for confirmation either way.

1184. MinutePhysics 

1185. Miquon Math (Rainbow Resource)  

1186. Miracle of America

1187. Mirror Publishing

1188. Mission Imperative

1189. MIT Open Courseware MIT Open Courseware is “a free online library of the course 
materials used to teach MIT undergraduate and graduate 
courses.” As such, it claims no connection with the CCS. 
However, it is worth noting that the Saylor K-12 program and a 
number of other proponents of the CCS recommend using MIT 
Open Courseware to meet the CCS.

1190. Model Me Kids

1191. Modern Charlotte Mason, A A Modern Charlotte Mason suggests some correlated resources 
(i.e., Handwriting without Tears, Family Math), but these 
resources are either one of several suggested options or are 
optional reference resources. Additionally, it suggests a few 
resources from companies that are now aligned with the CCS 
(i.e., McGraw-Hill), but the suggested editions have pre-CCS 
copyright dates. It actually “use[s] living books instead of 
curriculum for most teaching.”

1192. Modern Publishing (Kappa Books)

1193. Modern Signs Press

1194. Modesty Matters

1195. Moebius Noodles

1196. Mommy Speech Therapy
(Little Bee Speech)

1197. Monarca Language

1198. Monarch (Alpha-Omega) Alpha-Omega has purposed to avoid using any CCS-related 
resources when making any revisions to any of its product lines, 
including Monarch.

1199. Money Bright Kids

1200. Monkey Preschool (Thup Games)

1201. Moody Publishers

1202. Moonjar

1203. Mostly Bright Ideas
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http://www.mostlybrightideas.com/
http://www.moonjar.com/
http://www.moodypublishers.com/
http://thup.com/
http://moneybrightkids.com/
http://www.aophomeschooling.com/monarch_overview
http://monarcalanguage.com/
http://mommyspeechtherapy.com/
http://www.moebiusnoodles.com/TheBook
http://www.modestymatters.net/
http://www.modernsignspress.com/
http://www.modernpublishing.com/
http://amoderncharlottemason.com/
http://www.modelmekids.com/
http://ocw.mit.edu/index.htm
http://www.natureofcreation.org/
http://www.pagesofwonder.com/index.html
http://www.miracleofamerica.net/
http://miquonmath.com/
https://www.youtube.com/user/minutephysics/featured
https://minecraft.net/


1204. MotherboardBooks.com

1205. Mothmatic Mothmatic is a subsidiary of Digital Dialects, which is 
independent of the CCS.

1206. Moti-Venture

1207. Mott Media Publishing

1208. Move It Math

1209. MovieLit.com

1210. Mr. Martini's Classroom

1211. Mr. Science Teacher  

1212. Mrs Ds Corner Mrs Ds Corner sells several hundred products, most of which are
not labeled for common core. However, several items are tagged 
as aligning with the CCS.

1213. MrsPancake

1214. Mrs. Taylor's Homeschool Science Class Mrs. Taylor's Homeschool Science Class uses only Apologia 
books; Apologia is independent of the CCS.

1215. MultiTasking Mom, The

1216. Museum of the Bible

1217. music4homeschool

1218. MusIQ Homeschool

1219. Music Teacher's Games

1220. Muzzy Languages

1221. My Audio School

1222. My Bible First!

1223. My Catholic Faith Delivered

1224. MyHomeschoolMathClass.com

1225. My Place with Jesus

1226. My Rocketbook

1227. My Secret Math Tutor

1228. Mystery of History, The  

1229. My Tech High

1230. Mythbusters Curriculum The MythBusters curricular materials available to homeschoolers 
(i.e., video segments available via DE Streaming, teacher's 
guides, and student peer review sheets) “have not been altered 
for the purpose of aligning with the Common Core or Next 
Generation Science Standards,” and the company has no plans 
to alter or correlate those materials going forward. The program's
DE Science Techbooks will be aligned to NGSS, but those 
resources are only sold to conventional schools, not to 
homeschoolers. 

RESOURCE NOTES

1231. NAMC's 3-6 Montessori Homeschool 
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http://montessori-home-schooling.com/
http://school.discoveryeducation.com/teachers/myth-busters/
http://mytechhigh.com/
http://www.themysteryofhistory.info/
http://mysecretmathtutor.com/index.html
http://myrocketbook.com/
http://www.myplacewithjesus.com/
http://www.myhomeschoolmathclass.com/
http://www.mycatholicfaithdelivered.com/
https://mybiblefirst.org/index.php
http://www.myaudioschool.com/
http://www.early-advantage.com/
http://musicteachersgames.com/
http://www.musiqhomeschool.com/
https://music4homeschool.wordpress.com/
https://www.museumofthebible.org/
http://themultitaskinmom.com/
http://www.taylorscience.com/
http://mrspancake.com/
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Mrs-Ds-Corner/Search:tools+for+common+core
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Mrs-Ds-Corner
http://mrscienceteacher.com/index.php?keep_has_js=1
http://www.thegreatmartinicompany.com/
http://www.movielit.com/
http://www.moveitmaththesource.com/
http://www.mottmedia.com/
http://www.moti-venture.com/
http://www.mothmatic.com/
http://www.motherboardbooks.com/


Program

1232. Nana-Pie All current Nana-Pie products were created prior to 2008 (thus, 
prior to the advent of the CCS) and have not been altered for the 
CCS.

1233. Nancy Larson Science 

1234. National Association for Child 
Development (NACD)

NACD helps parents assess “how a child is functioning and 
processing information and then recommend[s] instructional 
strategies to teach the child at that level while designing activities
to improve the child's ability to process information and think 
more conceptually.” It will only consider CCS materials by 
specific parent request for such resources.

1235. National Bible Bee
(The Shelby Kennedy Foundation)

1236. National Bible Bowl

1237. National Center for Constitutional Studies

1238. National Christian Forensics and 
Communications Association (NCFCA)

1239. National Driver Training

1240. National Girls Ministries (Missionettes) National Girls Ministries (Missionettes) is affiliated with National 
Royal Rangers, which is independent of the CCS.

1241. National Royal Rangers

1242. Natural Math Natural Math incorporates both Moebius Noodles and Playing 
with Math, both of which are listed separately in the database.

1243. Natural Speller  

1244. Nature Friend Magazine

1245. Naval Sea Cadets (U.S. Navy)

1246. NavPress

1247. Need to Know Publishing

1248. Nehemiah Institute

1249. NEST Animated DVDs

1250. Neumann Press (TAN Books)

1251. NeuroASL

1252. New American Cursive

1253. New Creations

1254. New Growth Press

1255. New Learning Publishing New Learning Publishing aligns to pre-CCS New York state 
standards.

1256. New Liberty Videos

1257. New Masters Academy New Masters Academy is currently independent of the CCS. 
“However [it] will consider looking into [the CCS] in the future.”

1258. New Millennium Girls Books

1259. New Testament Greek Online
(Compass Classroom)
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http://www.compassclassroom.com/greek/overview-4/
http://www.newmillenniumgirlbooks.com/
http://www.newmastersacademy.org/home/
http://www.newlibertyvideos.com/
http://www.newlearningpublishing.com/
http://stores.newgrowthpress.com/
http://newcreations-bible.com/
http://www.newamericancursive.com/
http://www.neuroasl.com/
https://www.neumannpress.com/
http://www.nestlearning.com/nest-family-productions_c1578.aspx
http://www.nehemiahinstitute.com/
http://needtoknowpublishing.com/
http://www.navpress.com/#sthash.DamZHlqX.dpbs
http://www.seacadets.org/
http://www.naturefriendmagazine.com/
http://www.designastudy.com/products/1891975005.html
http://naturalmath.com/
http://royalrangers.com/
http://ngm.ag.org/
http://www.usdrivertraining.com/
http://www.ncfca.org/
http://www.ncfca.org/
http://www.nccs.net/
http://home.biblebowl.org/
https://biblebee.org/
http://nacd.org/
http://nacd.org/
http://www.nancylarsonstore.com/
http://www.nanapie.com/
http://montessori-home-schooling.com/


1260. Next Level Home School

1261. NIA Unit Studies

1262. N.I.N.E. Enterprises, Inc.
  Phonogram Page
  Spell Drill
  Johnny Can Spell
  Johnny Can Write
  Grammar Applications

Most N.I.N.E. Enterprises, Inc. products are independent of the 
CCS. However, the Interactive Grammar Notebook is correlated.

1263. Ninja Roots Ninja Roots may consider showing correlations to or creating 
alignment with the CCS/NGSS/C3 in the future, but has no 
immediate plans to do so.

1264. Noah Plan, The
(Foundaion for American Christian Education)

Because The Noah Plan recommends both the first and second 
editions of Right Start Math and does not readily distinguish 
between the two, users will want to be aware of which edition 
they choose. The First Edition of Right Start is independent of the
CCS, while the Second Edition is aligned.

1265. No-Nonsense Algebra (Math Essentials)

1266. Northwestern Publishing House

1267. Northwest Treasures

1268. Northwoods Press (Donna Ward)

1269. No Starch Press Most No Starch Press books are independent of the CCS, but 
CCS correlations have been developed for a few titles. 

1270. Notebooking Nook

1271. NotebookingPages.com

1272. Notgrass  

1273. Nothing New Press  

1274. Novare Science and Math Novare has secondary science materials, but no actual math 
curriculum. Its math component is a consulting service for 
Christian schools.

1275. Novel Insights Plus

1276. Numicon

1277. Nutrition 101 (Growing Healthy Homes)

RESOURCE NOTES

1278. O'Dell, Angela
(Jelly Bean Jar Publications)

“None of [Angela O'Dell's] books are or have ever been 
published by a Common Core aligned publishing company. The 
name 'Glencoe' (the name of [the] town [in which the author 
lives]) shows up [in searches] because [that] shows [her] 
location. [The author is not] with [the large publisher named] 
Glencoe.”

1279. Oh Amanda

1280. Okee Dokee Brothers, The

1281. Old-Fashioned Education, An Nearly all the links on An Old-Fashioned Education are for 
resources dating to the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The site 
does link to a more current Scott-Foresman online grammar and 
writing handbook, but that resource appears to pre-date the 
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http://www.oldfashionededucation.com/
http://www.okeedokee.org/
http://ohamanda.com/oh-ebooks/
http://jellybeanjar.org/
http://store.growinghealthyhomes.com/curriculum/
http://www.numicon.co.nz/
http://www.novelinsightsplus.com/
http://novarescienceandmath.com/
http://www.nothingnewpress.com/
http://www.notgrass.com/notgrass/
http://notebookingpages.com/
http://www.notebookingnook.com/
http://www.nostarch.com/
http://www.donnaward.net/index.php
http://www.northwestrockandfossil.com/
http://online.nph.net/Default.aspx?
http://mathessentials.net/
http://www.face.net/?page=noah_plan
http://www.ninjaroots.com/site/
http://nine-enterprises.com/
http://niaunitstudies.weebly.com/
http://nextlevelhomeschool.com/


CCS, as the standards referenced on that site are for a few 
particular, individual states, not anything resembling the CCS. 

1282. Old Western Culture (Romans Road Media)

1283. One Year Adventure Novel  

1284. Online School of Mathematics
(Home Campus)

Online School of Mathematics uses curriculum from the country 
of Singapore, not Singapore math as marketed in the U.S.

1285. Open Texture

1286. Orange/Core Essentials
(ReThink Group)

Orange/Core Essentials is aligned with the Character Education 
Partnership’s 11 Principles of Effective Character Education.

1287. Ornament Publications

1288. Orphs of the Woodlands (StarToaster)

1289. Ouino Languages

1290. Our Daily Bread Christian University

1291. Our Lady of Victory

1292. Our Lady's Honor Guard
(Behold Publications)

1293. Outschool “Outschool offers online classes by independent teachers. ...
[And] the content and format of classes is entirely in the hands of
teachers. Outschool has no role in setting curriculum.” Thus, 
though Outschool hopes to add a feature through which 
“teachers [could] indicate if their classes are aligned with any 
standards” in the future, there is currently no way to confirm the 
status of any Outschool course unless those interested in the 
classes contact each individual instructor to discern his/her 
position on the CCS/NGSS/C3. 

1294. Outside the Brick

1295. Owl & Mouse

1296. Owlegories

1297. Oxford Owl

1298. Oxford University Press

RESOURCE NOTES

1299. PAF Program For in-house informational/research purposes, the PAF Program 
has analyzed ways in which its materials – as written – happen to
match some of the CCS. However, the company does not 
promote or advertise any such connections at this time. 

1300. P&R Publishing As a provider of literature, the CCS does not apply to P&R 
Publishing's products.

1301. PaperRater

1302. Paradigm Accelerated Curriculum  

1303. Parchment Tutorials

1304. Parent Child Press (Montessori Services)

1305. Parenting Self-Government
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https://parentingselfgovernment.com/
http://www.montessoriservices.com/parent-child-press
http://parchmenttutorials.com/
http://pacworks.com/newpac/
http://www.paperrater.com/
http://www.prpbooks.com/
http://www.pafprogram.com/
http://global.oup.com/?cc=us
http://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/
http://owlegories.com/
http://www.yourchildlearns.com/
http://outsidethebrick.com/
https://outschool.com/
http://www.blueknightsboysclub.com/OLHG_home.htm
http://www.olvs.org/index.asp?
http://christianuniversity.org/
http://www.ouinolanguages.com/
http://startoaster.com/
http://www.ornamentpublications.com/Home_Page.html
http://thinkorange.com/
http://www.opentexture.com/
http://www.moe.gov.sg/
http://www.moe.gov.sg/
http://my.homecampus.com.sg/
http://www.oneyearnovel.com/
http://www.romanroadsmedia.com/store/old-western-culture.php


1306. Passport to Culture Passport to Culture may choose at some point in the future to 
correlate or align to the CCS, but has no immediate plans to do 
so.

1307. Patch the Pirate Club (Majesty Music)

1308. Pathway Publishers

1309. Patriot's History of the United States, A 
(Larry Schweikart)

1310. Patriotic Penmanship

1311. Pattern Based Writing:   Quick & Easy 
Essay

1312. Pecci Educational Publishers

1313. Peel Productions (Doug DuBosque)

1314. Penny Gardner  

1315. P  entime Penmanship

1316. Perfect Praise Publishing

1317. Permacharts

1318. Permaculture Student, The

1319. Peterson Directed Handwriting 

1320. Petite Feet Dance Petite Fee Dance doesn't “feel the Common Core is really a 
consideration for [its] videos, but...may reconsider that at a later 
date.”

1321. PetraLingua

1322. Phillips, Jenny

1323. Phonics on the Web

1324. Phonics Page, The (40L)

1325. Phonics Pathways (Jossey-Bass/Wiley) Though many Jossey-Bass/Wiley products have been aligned 
with the CCS, Phonics Pathways is not part of the company's 
“Common Core Standard Series.” The content of Phonics 
Pathways will not be altered for the CCS.

1326. Phonics Road to Spelling & Reading, The 
(Schola Publishing)

 

1327. Phonics Tutor

1328. Phonogram Page
(N.I.N.E. Enterprises, Inc.)

1329. Photographic L.I.G.H.T. Academy

1330. PiAnimals

1331. PianoChops

1332. Piano for Life

1333. Piano Nanny

1334. Piano Pronto

1335. Piano Wizard Academy Piano Wizard Academy may consider correlating or aligning in 
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http://www.pianowizardacademy.com/
http://pianopronto.com/
http://www.pianonanny.com/
http://www.pianoforlife.com/
http://www.pianochops.com/
http://www.pianimals.com/index.htm
http://www.photographic-light.com/
http://www.phonogrampage.com/
http://phonicstutor.com/
http://www.thelatinroad.com/
http://www.amazon.com/Phonics-Pathways-Reading-Perfect-Spelling/dp/1118022432
http://www.thephonicspage.org/index.html
http://www.phonicsontheweb.com/
http://www.jennyphillips.com/
http://www.petralingua.com/
http://petitefeetdance.com/
http://www.peterson-handwriting.com/
http://www.thepermaculturestudent.com/
http://www.permacharts.com/
http://perfect-praise.com/index.html
https://www.milestonebooks.com/list/Pentime_Penmanship/
https://www.milestonebooks.com/list/Pentime_Penmanship/
http://www.pennygardner.com/
http://drawbooks.com/peel.html
http://www.onlinereadingteacher.com/
http://patternbasedwriting.com/
http://patternbasedwriting.com/
http://patternbasedwriting.com/
http://laurelwoodbooks.com/index.php?main_page=advanced_search_result&search_in_description=1&keyword=patriotic+penmanship
http://www.patriotshistoryusa.com/
http://pathway-publishers.com/
http://www.majestymusic.com/patch-the-pirate-clubs.html
http://passporttoculture.com/


the future, but has no immediate plans to do so.

1336. Picard, Marie

1337. Pickel the Pirate

1338. Picture Me Reading

1339. Picture-Smart Bible, The  

1340. Pilgrim Institute, The  

1341. Pimsleur (Simon & Schuster)

1342. Pinnacle Curriculum The Pinnacle Curriculum was written before the development of 
the CCS, and the publishers have no plans to revise it to make 
CCS-related changes. Thus, its reference to “key standards” is 
not related to the CCS.

1343. Pin It! Maps

1344. Pioneer Clubs

1345. Pioneer Online Academy

1346. Pirasta

1347. Plain and Not So Plain

1348. Play Attention

1349. Playing with Math According to the author of Playing with Math, “Much of [the book] 
is related to [the eight CCS] mathematical practice standards, not
because [I] followed them on purpose, but because they reflect 
thinking similar to [mine].” Thus, the book is technically 
independent of the CCS and the author does not promote the 
initiative in the book. However, because the books' content does 
knowingly reflect the CCS in many ways and because the author 
may reference the CCS standards in blog posts – not the book 
itself – listing it as both independent and correlated seems 
appropriate.

1350. Playnormous

1351. Plymouth Rock Foundation

1352. Pockets Magazine

1353. Poetry4Kids Poetry4Kids does “not concern [itself] with 
state-mandated education standards. [It does] provide reading 
level information on the poems that [it posts on its] website, in 
case this is useful to teachers, but that's about it,” and the 
provider of the readability scores advertises that is “confirmed by 
Common Core as a valid, reliable text complexity tool.” However, 
one needn't use that guide to use Poetry4Kids, and  “[the poems'
author does] not write educational materials, [instead leaving] it 
entirely up to educators to decide how or if [his] work fits in 
whatever curriculum framework they are using.”

1354. Polka Dots Publishing (Melissa Northway)

1355. Pollan, Michael
  The Omnivore's Dilemma

1356. Portraits of American Girlhood
(Units Unique)

1357. Positive Action Bible Curriculum
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https://positiveaction.org/
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/Portraits+of+American+Girlhood/030406/1278430223-1585285
http://michaelpollan.com/
http://melissanorthway.com/polka-dots-publishing/
http://www.renaissance.com/products/accelerated-reader/atos-analyzer
http://www.poetry4kids.com/readinglevel
http://www.poetry4kids.com/readinglevel
http://www.poetry4kids.com/
http://pockets.upperroom.org/
http://www.plymrock.org/
http://www.playnormous.com/
http://www.playingwithmath.org/
http://www.playattention.com/
http://plainandnotsoplain.com/
http://www.pirastanyc.com/
http://pioneeronlineacademy.com/
http://www.pioneerclubs.org/
http://www.pinitmaps.com/
http://www.cceionline.edu/index.cfm?id=22
http://www.pimsleur.com/
http://www.pilgriminstitute.org/pilgrim15/
http://www.picturesmartbible.com/
http://www.picturemereading.com/
http://www.pickelthepirate.com/
http://www.penmanship.ca/


1358. Postal Bible Studies

1359. Practical Inspirations

1360. Prager University

1361. Prairie Primer (Cadron Creek)

1362. Praise Hymn

1363. Precept Ministries

1364. prek-8.com

1365. Preschool Prep Company

1366. Priddy Books

1367. Primal Math

1368. Primary Mathematics US Edition 
(Singapore)

The Primary Mathematics US Edition is independent of the CCS, 
though Singapore's Primary Mathematics Standards Edition is 
correlated and its Primary Mathematics Common Core Edition is 
explicitly aligned.

1369. Princess Parables, The

1370. PrintNPractice.com
(formerly A-Z-Worksheets.com)

1371. Professor B  

1372. Professor Carol Professor Carol notes that the CCS is not applicable to the 
content she offers.

1373. Professor Charles Says

1374. Professor Noggin

1375. Professor Toto

1376. Progeny Press

1377. Progressive Phonics

1378. Promises of the Constitution

1379. Pronunciator 

1380. Prosperity4Kids, Inc.  

1381. Providence Foundation

1382. Provision Room, The  

1383. Pryor Convictions Media

1384. Publications International (PIL)

1385. Puertas Abiertas (Spanish for Kids)

1386. Purdue OWL The creators of Purdue OWL will soon be unveiling a new 
resource for middle school students that uses some aspects of 
the CCS, but Purdue OWL itself will not be changed.

1387. PureFlix

1388. Puritans' Home School Curriculum, The Some text recommendations in The Puritans' Home School 
Curriculum (i.e., Usborne, Wordly Wise, BJU) are correlated to 
the CCS. Those resources do not have direct CCS content since 
they are correlated, not explicitly aligned, but The Puritans' Home
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http://www.puritans.net/curriculum/
http://www.pureflix.com/
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/
http://www.spanish-for-kids.com/
http://pilbooks.com/
http://pryorconvictions.com/
http://theprovisionroom.com/books-resources/
http://providencefoundation.com/
http://prosperity4kids.com/
http://www.pronunciator.com/
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http://progressivephonics.com/
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http://profb.com/
http://www.PrintNPractice.com/
http://www.theprincessparables.com/
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http://www.primalmath.com/
http://www.priddybooks.com/homepage
http://www.preschoolprepco.com/
http://prek-8.com/
http://precept.org/
http://www.praisehymninc.com/
http://cadroncreek.com/
http://www.prageruniversity.com/
http://practicalinspirations.com/
http://www.bible-n-more.com/


School Curriculum does not always suggest non-aligned 
alternatives.

1389. Purple House Press

1390. Purposeful Design: Understanding the 
Creation (Jay Schabacker)

RESOURCE NOTES

1391. QEB Publishing
(the U.S. imprint of QED Publishing)

1392. Quality Science Labs

1393. Quartermile Math The CCS has no influence on Quartermile, which is correlated to 
earlier state standards and educational research. It's possible 
that Quartermile may be correlated to the CCS at some point, but
the program's actual content will not be changed, and the 
publisher has no plans to show correlations at this time.

1394. Queen Homeschool Supplies  

1395. Queen of Heaven Academy Queen of Heaven Academy is aware that Math-U-See, one of its 
math resources, has aligned the 2013 editions of its elementary 
books with the CCS. But Queen of Heaven's “courses are set up 
so older versions of Math-U-See texts may be used rather than 
the newer versions which contain the CCS.” And where it uses 
books from other now-aligned companies (i.e., Pearson, 
Glencoe), the editions pre-date 2010 (when the CCS first began 
to be implemented). Queen of Heaven intends to continue 
purposely using pre-CCS books and to also write its own 
materials because “remaining faithful to the magisterial teaching 
of the Catholic Church is [its number one] priority.”

1396. Quest Clubs

1397. Quest for Compassion
(Compassion International)

1398. Quick Study Labs

1399. Quilty Box

1400. Quizlet Quizlet material is user-generated. When utilizing content 
generated by others, one should be mindful that some content is 
aligned with the CCS and some is not. 

RESOURCE NOTES

1401. Raggs The Raggs “educational goals...are aligned with the [2002] 
National Association for the Education of Young Children” 
(NAEYC). Even though NAEYC may be working toward 
alignment with the CCS, if Raggs maintains its alignment with the
2002 standards, it will remain independent of the CCS.

1402. Rainbow Horizons Publishing

1403. Randall House

1404. Rapid Typing Rapid Typing is independent of the CCS, but is “open for 
adding...new features which are required in the schools in all 
world.”
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http://www.rapidtyping.com/
http://www.randallhouse.com/
http://rainbowhorizons.com/
http://raggs.com/
https://quizlet.com/
https://www.quiltybox.com/
http://quickstudylabs.com/
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http://questclubs.net/
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http://www.qed-publishing.co.uk/
http://jayschabacker.com/
http://jayschabacker.com/
http://www.purplehousepress.com/


1405. Ravensburger

1406. Ray's Arithmetic (Mott Media Publishing)  

1407. Reading Bear

1408. Reading Buddy Software

1409. ReadingKEY

1410. Reading Kingdom

1411. Reading Lesson, The  

1412. Reading Made Easy (Valerie Bendt Books)

1413. Reading Nook, The 

1414. Reading Portfolio

1415. Ready-Ed Publications

1416. Ready-Made Preschool  

1417. Real Reading Co., The

1418. Real Science 4 Kids (Gravitas Publications)  

1419. Reason for..., A
  Handwriting
  Science
  Spelling
(A Beginning Advantage) 

 

1420. Reasons to Believe

1421. Recon

1422. Rediscovering the Constitution in the   21  st   
Century

1423. Red Ted Art

1424. Reformation Heritage Books

1425. Remembrance Press

1426. re-Ratify Project, The

1427. Revival Focus Ministries

1428. Riff Academy

1429. Riggs Institute, The

1430. Ring Around the Phonics Ring Around the Phonics may add documentation to show its 
correlations to the CCS.

1431. RingofFireScience.com Ring of Fire is aligned to pre-CCS National Science Standards.

1432. Robinson Curriculum  

1433. Rock A Lingua

1434. Rocket Languages

1435. Rocket Phonics  

1436. Rock Star Academy “Based in the UK,” Rock Star Academy “[doesn't] currently align 
[itself] with US education policies. [However, that] is something...
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http://rockstaracademy.net/
http://www.rocketphonics.com/
http://www.rocketlanguages.com/
https://rockalingua.com/
http://www.robinsoncurriculum.com/
http://www.ringoffirescience.com/
http://www.ringaroundthephonics.com/
http://www.riggsinst.org/
http://www.riffacademy.com/
http://revivalfocus.com/start.html
http://www.reratifyproject.org/
http://remembrancepress.com/
http://www.heritagebooks.org/
https://www.youtube.com/user/redtedart/featured
http://www.constitutionliberty.com/
http://www.constitutionliberty.com/
http://www.constitutionliberty.com/
http://www.constitutionliberty.com/
http://www.reconweb.com/
http://www.reasons.org/
http://www.areasonfor.com/
http://www.gravitaspublications.com/
http://realreading.com/
http://ready-madepreschool.com/
http://readyed.us/
http://www.readingportfolio.com/
http://www.thereadingnook.com/
http://www.valeriebendt.com/reading/
http://readinglesson.com/
http://www.readingkingdom.com/
http://readingkey.com/
http://readingbuddysoftware.com/
http://www.readingbear.org/
http://www.mottmedia.com/
http://www.ravensburger.com/us/start/index.html


[it] may offer in the future.”

1437. Rod & Staff  

1438. Rogers Center for Learning, The

1439. Roman, Carole P.

1440. Ronit Bird

1441. Ron Paul Curriculum, The  

1442. Room 613

1443. Rory's Story Cubes “Rory's Story Cubes have not been aligned to any standards, and
there are no plans to do so. As Story Cubes are a free-form 
creative activity, it would be contrary to the spirit of the product to
ascribe limitations of any sort to its use.” However, the company 
has another product line – The Extraordinaires Design Studio – 
that is correlated to the CCS.  

1444. Rose Publishing/Aspire Press

1445. Round World Products

1446. Royal Road to Reading, The

1447. Rules of the Road (Vat19)

1448. Rummy Roots Games

1449. Runkle Publishers Runkle Publishers materials are sold via GeoMatters, whose 
resources have some ancillary connections to the CCS. 
Nevertheless, Runkle books do remain wholly independent of the
initiative.

1450. Rush Revere

1451. Ruth Beechick (Mott Media Publishing)  

RESOURCE NOTES

1452. Sacred Revolt/Princess Within  

1453. SailAway Learning and Academy SailAway acts as an “umbrella school” for homeschoolers 
nationwide, as needed. It leaves all curricular decisions up to 
individual parents.

1454. Salem Ridge Press

1455. Samson's Classroom 

1456. Sarah and David Interactive

1457. Sassafras Science (Elemental Science)

1458. Saxon Grammar & Writing (1st Edition)
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)

The Saxon Grammar & Writing First Edition is independent of the
CCS, but Second   Edition   materials are explicitly aligned. The 
Saxon website only offers the Second Edition, but the First 
Edition is available   on Rainbow Resource.

1459. S  axon Math (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)
(pre-2010 homeschool version only) 

Pre-2010 editions of Saxon Math Homeschool (i.e., 3rd Edition 
and lower in most cases) are not aligned with the CCS. However,
public school versions AND the Intermediate Saxon 3, 
Intermediate Saxon 4, Intermediate Saxon 5, and Saxon Math 4th 
Edition products (which do not have separate homeschool-
specific versions) – as well as Saxon Geometry 1st Edition and a 
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http://www.hmhco.com/search?segment=All;mm=all;q=saxon%20math
http://www.hmhco.com/search?segment=All;mm=all;q=saxon%20math
http://www.rainbowresource.com/prodlist.php?subject=7&category=8155
http://www.rainbowresource.com/prodlist.php?subject=7&category=8155
http://www.rainbowresource.com/prodlist.php?subject=7&category=8155
http://saxonhomeschool.hmhco.com/en/products/default.htm?level2Code=M0018&level3Code=M31119&level4Code=&level5Code=
http://saxonhomeschool.hmhco.com/en/products/default.htm?level2Code=M0018&level3Code=M31119&level4Code=&level5Code=
http://saxonhomeschool.hmhco.com/en/products/default.htm?level2Code=M0018&level3Code=M31119&level4Code=&level5Code=
http://www.rainbowresource.com/prodlist.php?subject=7&category=8155
http://sassafrasscience.com/
http://www.sarahdavid.com/
http://www.samsonsclassroom.com/
http://www.salemridgepress.com/
http://www.sailawaylearning.com/content/why-sailaway-home
http://www.sacredrevolt.com/
http://www.mottmedia.com/
http://rushrevere.com/index.php
http://www.runklepub.com/index.html
http://rummyrootsgames.com/
https://www.vat19.com/item/rules-of-the-road-dvd-drivers-ed-course
https://royalroadtoreading.org/
http://www.roundworldproducts.com/
http://www.rose-publishing.com/
https://www.storycubes.com/
http://www.room613.net/
http://www.ronpaulcurriculum.com/
http://www.ronitbird.com/
http://caroleproman.com/pages/home
http://www.rogerscenter.com/default.aspx
http://www.milestonebooks.com/?rodstaff.com


number of other Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HMH) product lines - 
are explicitly aligned. HMH representatives have explained that 
materials with a copyright of 2010 or 2011 “might” be aligned and 
materials with a 2012 or later copyright will definitely be aligned.

1460. Saxon Phonics (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt) Though most Houghton Mifflin Harcourt products are aligned to 
the CCS, Saxon Phonics is not because the program has a pre-
CCS (1998) copyright.

1461. Scaredy Cat Reading System
(Joyce Herzog)

1462. Schola Classical Tutorials

1463. Scholars Online Scholars Online is strongly committed to maintaining its 
distinctive approach to classical Christian education and has no 
interest in aligning with the CCS. It does utilize textbooks from a 
number of publishers who have chosen to adopt the CCS, but at 
this point nearly all the required texts have copyright dates that 
precede the CCS. I have noted a few books with later publication 
dates as well as several AP courses offered by the program. 
Thus, I have also added Scholars Online to our Ancillary 
Connections list; for more information, please read the note on 
that list as well. 

1464. Schoolaid
(Eastern Mennonite Publications)

1465. School Express  

1466. Schoolhouse Library

1467. Schoolhouse Publishing Though primarily a supplier/distributor, Schoolhouse Publishing 
also publishes Research in Increments, Apples Daily Spelling 
Drills, The Log, Caution for Boys, and Caution for Girls, which are
independent of the CCS.

1468. SchoolhouseTeachers.com  

1469. Schoolingmom Homeschool Spanish

1470. School Made Simple 
  CalcuLadder, etc.

1471. Science2Discover

1472. Science Excursion  

1473. Science for High School (Bridget Ardoin)

1474. Science in the Beginning (Dr. Jay Wile)

1475. Science Jim

1476. Science Kids

1477. Science Labs-in-a-Box (EKI)

1478. Science Logic (Eva Varga)

1479. Sciencemonster.com

1480. Science News for Students

1481. Science Shepherd  

1482. Science with Me!

1483. Science Zone (Ben Roy)
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http://gosciencezone.com/
http://sciencewithme.com/
http://www.scienceshepherd.com/
https://student.societyforscience.org/sciencenews-students
http://www.sciencemonster.com/
http://evavarga.net/science-curriculum/
http://www.sciencelabs.com/
http://www.sciencekids.co.nz/
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http://www.schoolexpress.com/index.php
https://www.milestonebooks.com/xcart/cart.php?target=search&mode=search#pageId=1
http://www.scholarsonline.org/Info/index.php
http://www.scholatutorials.org/
http://www.abilitybasedlearning.com/
http://www.hmhco.com/shop/education-curriculum/literature-and-language-arts/language-arts/homeschool/saxon-phonics-homeschool


1484. Sciexperience.com (Lainna Callentine)

1485. SciShow

1486. SciShow Kids

1487. Scripps National Spelling Bee Scripps has not made any decisions about CCS alignment. It 
may consider a connection to CCS at some point, but has no 
current plans to do so.

1488. Scripture Adventures

1489. Scripture Memory Fellowship

1490. Scripture Talk Ministries

1491. ScriptureTyper

1492. Sea Scouts, B.S.A.

1493. Secret Keeper Girl (Pure Freedom)

1494. Seed-Balls Seed-Balls is not currently correlated or aligned to the CCS or 
NGSS and has no immediate plans to do so. However, it would 
like to make some alignments in the future.

1495. See the Light  

1496. SelectSoft

1497. Sense-Lang.org

1498. SEN Teacher

1499. Sequential Spelling (AVKO Foundation)  

1500. Seton Home Study Seton utilizes Modern Curriculum Press (MCP) for some math, 
geography, and vocabulary. However, it currently uses editions 
from 1994, 2003, and 2005, which are not CCS-aligned. Aligned 
materials will be copyrighted 2010 or later. 

1501. Seterra

1502. Shakespeare in Bits (MindConnex) Shakespeare in Bits may consider creating CCS correlations if it 
finds a customer demand for such a product, but it has no plans 
to do so at this time.

1503. ShatterPoint Entertainment

1504. Shepherd's Treasure, The

1505. Sheppard Software Sheppard Software does “not plan to change any past materials 
to align with the CCS - however [it] will consider the CCS when 
creating future content” because the public schools are its 
primary market. Some of the CCS-aligned products may be 
labeled as such, but the company's plans for that are now only 
tentative. 

1506. Shiller Math Most Shiller Math resources are independent of common core. 
However, it offers SAT/ACT test preparation courses, and since 
those tests are aligned with the CCS, those courses reflect CCS 
content.

1507. Shine Brite Kids 

1508. Shining Dawn Books  

1509. Shining for Jesus

1510. Shirley's Preschool Activities
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http://www.shirleys-preschool-activities.com/
http://www.shiningforjesus.com/
http://shiningdawnbooks.com/
http://shinebritekids.com/
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https://www.youtube.com/user/scishow/
http://www.sciexperience.com/index.htm


1511. Shormann Math

1512. Shorter Word, The  (King Alfred's English)

1513. Short Vowel Phonics

1514. Shurley English
(homeschool version only)

Products from Shurley English labeled Shurley English 
Homeschooling are not aligned and will remain as such. 
Shurley's older public school versions (with 1997, 1998, 2007 
copyrights) will also remain unaligned, though only limited 
quantities remain available. The 2013 public school version is 
explicitly aligned.

1515. Sight and Sound Reading Sight and Sound Reading is committed to remaining unaligned 
with the CCS. It may decide at some point to show correlations 
for those interested but has no immediate plans to do so.

1516. Sight Phonics

1517. Signal Media Publishers Signal Media products are not aligned with or correlated to the 
CCS; instead, they are correlated to the TEKS Grade 8 
standards.

1518. Signing Savvy

1519. Signing Time (Two Little Hands)

1520. S  ign It! Sign It! is produced by the creators of Signing Time, which is 
independent of the CCS.

1521. Sign Language 101

1522. Silverdale Press Silverdale Press is unsure if it will choose to align with 
CCS/NGSS/C3, but has no current plans to do so.

1523. Silver Moon Spelling Rules
(READ Learning Educational Services)

1524. Simple Daily Devotions for Children or the 
Family

1525. Simple Schooling Classroom  

1526. Simply Charlotte Mason (SCM) SCM publishes over 100 of its own products, all of which are 
independent of the common core. It also publishes a curriculum 
guide that makes resource suggestions for families who want to 
build their own courses of study. That guide contains some 
suggestions for resources that have recently aligned with the 
CCS (i.e., Math-U-See, 2nd Edition Right Start Math). However, 
independent options are also listed. 

1527. Simply Coding

1528. Simply Grammar

1529. Simply Music

1530. Singapore English Though much of the Singapore Math program is either correlated
to or aligned with the CCS, Singapore English is not and will not 
become aligned or correlated because the company views it as 
supplemental material, not “core” curriculum.

1531. Singapore Math
(Essential Math and Primary Mathematics US 
Edition only)

Singapore's Essential Math (for kindergarten) and Primary 
Mathematics US Edition are not aligned. However, the Standards
Editions of the Primary Mathematics series is correlated, along 
with a number of other Singapore series. Singapore also has two 
explicitly aligned series.

1532. Singapore Science Though much of the Singapore Math program is either correlated
to or aligned with the CCS, Singapore Science is not aligned or 
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http://www.singaporemath.com/Science_s/2.htm
http://www.singaporemath.com/
http://www.singaporemath.com/English_s/3.htm
http://simplymusiconline.com/
http://www.amazon.com/Simply-Grammar-An-Illustrated-Primer/dp/1889209015
https://simplycoding.org/homeschool
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http://www.sightandsoundreading.com/
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http://www.shortvowelphonics.com/
http://www.theshorterword.com/
http://www.diveintomath.com/shormann-math/


correlated. It is based only on the science taught in the country of
Singapore. 

1533. Singing Coach

1534. Singing Turtle Press Though Singing Turtle Press may choose in the future to show 
correlations to the CCS (that decision has not yet been made), it 
will never alter its program's content to purposely align.

1535. Sing 'n Speak Spanish

1536. Sing, Spell, Read & Write (Sue Dickson) Both Sue Dickson, the creator of Sing, Spell, Read & Write, and 
Pearson, the publisher, insist that neither the 1998 nor the 2004 
editions will be aligned. Pearson is a major proponent of the 
CCS, but Ms. Dickson owns the copyright to the materials.

1537. SketchBox

1538. SketchUp

1539. skilledup skilledup courses are primarily designed for adult learners and, 
thus, are not directly connected to the CCS. However, because 
skilledup simply curates courses from literally hundreds of 
disparate providers, we highly recommend that those considering
a skilledup course contact the particular course provider to 
ascertain its definitive stance on the CCS. It should also be noted
a few skilledup courses – less than a dozen – do appear to 
provide direct instruction in how to implement the CCS. 

1540. SKrafty Homeschool Minecraft

1541. Skyhorse Publishing

1542. Skylight Publishing Skylight offers computer science and AP Calculus books. 
Although many AP courses will be   “reconciled” with the CCS, this
does not appear to include calculus; thus, Skylight's AP Calculus 
materials will not be changed in relation to the CCS.

1543. Sky Lights

1544. Slavin, Stephen (Wiley)

1545. Sleeping Bear Press

1546. Slim Goodbody Slim Goodbody health materials are independent of the CCS, but
its math programs are correlated to the initiative.

1547. Slow and Steady Get Me Ready Slow and Steady Get Me Ready was published in 2002, well 
before the development of the CCS. The author recently died so 
the book will remain as it is for as long as it remains in print.

1548. Smarr Publishers

1549. Smart First Graders

1550. Smart Kids Launchpad (Dave Ramsey) Dave Ramsey's curricular materials (Foundations in Personal 
Finance) are correlated to the CCS, but Smart Kids Launchpad is
a non-curricular supplement so it is neither correlated or aligned.

1551. SmartKidz Media

1552. Smarty Games

1553. SmithHand Writing Methods

1554. Soaring with Spelling (Jac Kris Publishing)

1555. Sola Scriptura Studies

1556. Soli Deo Gloria Resources
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http://www.currclick.com/browse.php?manufacturers_id=89
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https://getsketchbox.com/
http://www.suedickson.com/ssrw.html
http://singnspeak.com/
http://www.algebrawizard.com/
http://www.singingcoach.com/


1557. Solimar Academy Solimar Academy “completely customize[s] for the learning needs
of each child.”

1558. SolUt Press

1559. Sonbeams

1560. Songs for Saplings

1561. SonLight Education Ministry SonLight Education Ministry is a different entity than the well-
known Sonlight curriculum, which is listed elsewhere on the 
database.

1562. Sound Bytes Reading

1563. Sound Foundations 

1564. Southeast Academy Southeast Academy uses Alpha-Omega (AOP) products 
throughout its programming. AOP is independent of the CCS.

1565. So Verbose Online Writing  

1566. Sower Series, The (Mott Media Publishing)  

1567. Space Engineers (Keen Software House)

1568. Space Scouts

1569. Spanish Clicks
(Croghan Language Academy)

1570. Spanish for You

1571. Spanish is Fun (AMSCO School Publications) Though AMSCO has aligned its math, language arts, and science
(to-date), its foreign language programs such as Spanish is Fun 
are not aligned since CCS documents for foreign language study 
do not (yet) exist. 

1572. Spanish with a Mission

1573. Sparkle Stories

1574. Speech Tails

1575. Speed! (Highhill Education)

1576. Speed Reading 4 Kids

1577. Speedy Spanish (Bechtel Books)

1578. Spell by Color (Jett Games)

1579. Spell Drill (N.I.N.E. Enterprises, Inc.)

1580. Spel-Lang Tree, The 

1581. Spelling Help Online As a British entity, Spelling Help Online has no connections to the
CCS. However, it's been brought to my attention that visitors to 
the website may see ads – including ads for CCS-related items – 
prominently displayed on the home page. It must be noted, 
though, that these ads are not chosen by the creator of Spelling 
Help Online; rather, they are randomly placed on the site by an 
app enabled on many websites.

1582. Spelling Monster (DesireLife Software) Spelling Monster is independent of the CCS, but its developer 
has considered “creating other apps specifically to align with 
Common Core Standards that would both evolve with and follow 
the child [through K-12] education.”

1583. Spelling Power  
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1584. Spelling Training

1585. Spelling Workout In a telephone conversation, a representative from Modern 
Curriculum Press/Pearson said that Spelling Workout is not 
aligned, and I don't have evidence to the contrary. However, 
readers must be aware that Pearson is a major advocate of the 
CCS.

1586. Spelling You See (The Reading Doctor, Inc.) Though marketed by Demme Learning, which has aligned 
products (i.e., Math-U-See), Spelling You See was created by 
The Reading Doctor and is not connected to the CCS.

1587. Spelling Zone (Personal Best Academy)

1588. Spellodrome

1589. Spell to Write and Read  

1590. Spencerian Penmanship
(Mott Media Publishing)

 

1591. Spilling the Ink

1592. Spinlight Studio

1593. Spizzirri Press

1594. SproutBox

1595. Sproutville (4Soils)

1596. SQUILT

1597. Stack the Deck Stack the Deck is no longer being published, though some copies
may still be available until inventory runs out.

1598. Standard Deviants Accelerate
(Cerebellum Corporation)

Some Standard Deviants classes are Advanced Placement (AP), 
which has ancillary connections with the CCS. But non-AP 
Standard Deviants material is independent of the initiative.

In terms of the program's AP preparation courses, AP classes are
not directly covered by the CCS because they are the equivalent 
of freshmen-level college courses. But it's worth noting that all AP
classes must be approved by the College Board and that the 
College Board is in the process of changing AP courses and tests 
to “reconcile” AP with the CCS. In order to maintain College 
Board approval, the AP classes offered by Standard Deviants will
have to make related changes as well.

1599. Standard Publishing

1600. Stand to Reason (Brett Kunkle)

1601. Starline Press Starline Press is correlated to pre-CCS California state 
standards.

1602. Start ASL

1603. StarToaster (Orphs of the Woodlands)

1604. Startwrite

1605. Stebbing, Barry (How Great Thou Art)

1606. Steps (formerly Connect the Thoughts)

1607. Steps Reading Classes

1608. Steward Ship Unit Studies Steward Ship does include resources from some correlated 
companies (i.e., Usborne, Crabtree, Dover). However, books 
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from those or other companies are merely suggestions and are 
not required to successfully complete the unit studies.

1609. Stinky Kids Stinky Kids may choose to align or correlate with the CCS in the 
future, but has no immediate plans to do so.

1610. Stoa Christian Homeschool Speech and 
Debate

1611. Stone Soup Magazine Stone Soup Magazine “would like to align [its] materials with the 
Common Core, but [it just doesn't] have the bandwidth to do that 
right now.”

1612. Stone Tablet Press Stone Table Press may choose to create a correlation chart 
during the summer of 2014, but has not yet decided for sure if it 
will do so.

1613. Storey Publishing

1614. Stories with Holes The actual Stories with Holes program is independent of the 
CCS. However, some aligned books by other authors are sold on
the Stories with Holes website.

1615. Stories without End  

1616. Storyline Online

1617. Storynory

1618. Story of the World, The (Peace Hill Press) It should be noted that, while the Story of the World texts have 
not been aligned, the SOTW activity books do make regular 
references to Usborne encyclopedic texts for supplementation, 
and many Usborne titles are correlated to the CCS. The Usborne 
texts are not required to complete the activities so SOTW 
appropriately remains on this list of resources independent of the 
CCS, but SOTW users should be aware of possible CCS 
alignment in the Usborne supplements.

1619. Story Place Story Place has no plans to align or correlate with the CCS. It is 
seeking a grant in order to incorporate the Every Child Ready to 
Read program for birth to Age 5, but that is the extent to which 
the content will be changed.

1620. Straight Talk (NATHHAN)

1621. Stratton House Science  

1622. Stress Free Kids

1623. Strings Around the World

1624. Struggling Reader, The  

1625. Student News Daily

1626. Student of the Word  

1627. Student Statesmanship Institute (SSI)

1628. Study Starters (The Homeschool Shop)

1629. Success Reading

1630. Sukey's Circle (Sukey Molloy)

1631. Summit Ministries Current editions of Summit's curriculum products are not 
correlated or aligned. However, Summit has not yet decided 
whether or not it will correlate or align future editions. 

1632. Sunday School Center
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1633. Sunday School Network

1634. Sunshine Learning Center Online

1635. Super Cool Art

1636. Super Star Speech

1637. Switched on Schoolhouse   (SOS)
(Alpha-Omega)

Alpha-Omega has purposed to avoid using any CCS-related 
resources when making any revisions to any of its product lines, 
including Switched-On Schoolhouse (SOS).

1638. Switcheroozoo As an Australia-based company, Switcheroozoo is unfamiliar with
the CCS and, thus, has made no effort to align its content.

1639. Sword Study Series
(The Shelby Kennedy Foundation)

1640. Sycamore Academy Sycamore Academy provides a comprehensive program in all 
content areas. Its online program utilizes Alpha-Omega's 
Switched-On Schoolhouse, which is independent of the CCS. 
And, though its text-based program includes a large amount of 
unaligned material (ACE, Rod & Staff), it also includes some 
explicitly aligned resources (i.e., Spectrum, SRA, etc.).

1641. Systematic Math  

RESOURCE NOTES

1642. TabletClass TabletClass is not aligned with the CCS and is not formally 
correlated. It will simply answer questions about particular areas 
of correlation if asked by individual parents. 

1643. Tangle Art and Drawing for Kids   
(Craftwhack)

1644. TAN Homeschool  

1645. Tapestry of Grace  

1646. Taylor University Online Taylor University Online does “not [at this time] have a formal 
program in place which aligns with the CCS, NGSS or the C3. 
This does not mean [it] won't at some point. For now [the 
program's] role is to offer college courses with a faith infused 
curriculum that high school students can take for pre-college 
credit.”

1647. Teach a Child to Read with Children's 
Books

1648. Teach All Kids

1649. Teach America to Read and Spell (TATRAS)

1650. Teachers Corner, The

1651. Teachers Notebook Since more than 3,800 individual teachers and homeschooling 
parents create the materials offered on Teachers Notebook, the 
site offers a mix if aligned and non-aligned material. 

1652. Teachers Pay Teachers Individual teachers create the materials offered on Teachers Pay 
Teachers. And, though more than 38,000 resources offered on 
the site are CCS-aligned, more than 460,000 other products 
appear to have no CCS connections.

1653. Teaching Cursive  
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1654. Teaching Math with Manipulatives Using 
the Mortensen Method (Geoff White)

1655. Teaching Textbooks Teaching Textbooks does “not intend to alter [its] methodology or 
approach to the actual teaching of... material,” but it may at some
point publish “supplemental material” that would essentially 
correlate the program to the CCS. However, as of April 2016, it 
remains independent of the CCS because it has does not yet 
have definitive plans for such material. 

1656. Teach Me Joy Teach Me Joy's Hall of Heroes program recommends the use of 
Math Mammoth, which offers both CCS-aligned and non-CCS 
resources. Parents can choose from among all the Math 
Mammoth programs for use with Hall of Heroes. Other Teach Me 
Joy programs and resources are independent of the CCS.

1657. Teach with Games

1658. Teach Your Child to Read in 100 Easy 
Lessons

1659. Teach Yourself to Draw

1660. Tea Time with Tayla

1661. TechRocket

1662. TeenPact

1663. Teen Prasso

1664. teenSMART Driving

1665. Ten Thumbs Typing Tutor

1666. Terrestria Chronicles, The
(Tales of Castles)

1667. Test of FAITH

1668. That Resource Site

1669. That the World May Know

1670. TheChristians.com (SEARCH)

1671. Thimbles and Acorns

1672. Thinking Kids Press

1673. Thinking Skills Club

1674. Thinking Tree (Dyslexia Games) Thinking Tree is a subsidiary of Dyslexia Games, which is 
independent of the CCS.

1675. ThinkLanguage ThinkLanguage may consider aligning or correlating to the CCS 
but has no immediate plans to do so.

1676. Thinkwell Some Thinkwell classes are Advanced Placement (AP), which 
has ancillary connections with the CCS (as noted on the lists 
material with Ancillary Connections and Standardized Tests). But 
non-AP Thinkwell material is independent of the initiative.

1677. This Reading Mama

1678. Thomas Jefferson Education, A  

1679. Thrive Art School Thrive Art School is not aligned to the CCS but will be exploring 
details of NGSS for the Arts in the spring of 2014, deciding at that
time whether or not to incorporate those standards into Thrive Art
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coursework.

1680. Tiger Math

1681. Time Chroniclers (Creation Quest)

1682. Times Tales (Trigger Memory System)

1683. Tiner, John Hudson Books written by John Hudson Tiner are published by Master 
Books and Mott Media Publishing, both of which are committed 
to remaining independent of the CCS.

1684. Tinker Crate (Kiwi Crate) Tinker Crate is for Ages 9-14. The parent company offers other 
resources – Koala Crate, Kiwi Crate, and Doodle Crate – for 
other age groups. Each product has a distinctive focus. The 
company has no current plans to align with the CCS, but may 
consider doing so in the future.

1685. Tin Man Press

1686. Tiny Tap

1687. TippyTalk Tippy Talk may choose to align with the CCS in the future, but 
has no immediate plans to do so.

1688. Toe by Toe Toe by Toe is a UK-based company and, therefore, has no 
knowledge of the CCS. The company is in the process of 
developing an American version of its resources, but does not 
have plans to adapt for the CCS.

1689. Together Counts Together Counts currently has no confirmed plans to align with 
the CCS, but it may decide (by Summer 2014) to do so.

1690. Tomorrow's Filmmakers

1691. Top 10 Proofs

1692. Topp, Carol

1693. TOP Science (TOPS)  

1694. Torchlighters, The

1695. Total Language Plus  

1696. Touch-Type Read and Spell (TTRS)

1697. Toytown Treasures Toytown Treasures materials – which cover Bible study, literature,
history, and geography – are not aligned or correlated to the 
CCS. However, the site owners sometimes recommend aligned 
materials in other content areas (i.e., Khan Academy) on the 
home page. 

1698. Trailblazer Books

1699. Trail Life USA

1700. Training for Triumph
  Character Quality Language Arts, etc.

1701. Training Minds

1702. Train Up a Child Publishing (Epi Kardia)  

1703. Transparent Language Transparent Language may choose at some point to align with or
correlate to the CCS but has no immediate plans to do so.

1704. Traveling through History with Doctor Who 
(Mama's Little  Monkeys)

1705. Treasured Conversations
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1706. Tree Hopper Toys

1707. Tree of Life School Tree of Life School directed us to study its website in order to 
ascertain for ourselves the CCS status of the myriad resources it 
employs. It incorporates a lot of literature and also uses many 
resources that are wholly independent of the CCS. However, it 
also uses correlated entities (i.e., Critical Thinking Co.), 
resources whose publishers do not wish to answer our query 
(i.e., Audio-Visual Drawing), resources from companies who 
chose not to respond to our queries (i.e., Nelson Education), and 
resources that may be aligned to the CCS depending the editions
used (i.e., if Tree of Life adopts the 4th Edition Saxon Math, it will 
be using an aligned product). If that were to happen, Tree of Life 
would be ancillarily connected to the CCS. 

1708. Trent Schools, The The Trent Schools may consider the CCS at some point but has 
no immediate plans to do so.

1709. Trigger Memory System (Times Tales)  

1710. TRISMS  

1711. Triumphant Learning

1712. Trivium Pursuit  

1713. True North Reading

1714. Truth for Kids

1715. Truth Guards

1716. Truth in Science The publishers of Truth in Science have indicated they may 
consider showing correlations to the CCS, but that has not yet 
been considered.  

1717. TruthQuest History  

1718. Tuttle Publishing

1719. Tuttle Twins, The (Libertas Institute)

1720. tvSchoolhouse

1721. Twinkl Twinkl material created for the UK and Australia – which will be 
available in the US – is and will remain unaligned with the CCS 
even as material being created specifically for the US market will 
be correlated.

1722. Two Little Hands (Signing Time)

1723. Tyndale House Publishers Tyndale House is giving consideration to showing correlations to 
the CCS, but has not yet decided what – if anything – it will do in 
that regard.

RESOURCE NOTES

1724. Udacity

1725. Udemy Udemy does not require its instructors to align with any particular
standards. However, those who create the classes have 
autonomy to design the courses according to their own set of 
educational standards. Udemy recommends checking individual 
course descriptions and/or sending a query to the instructor of 
any Udemy class one is considering in order to have full 
disclosure about possible CCS connections.
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RESOURCE NOTES

1726. uKloo Kids

1727. Ultimate Music Theory

1728. Ultimate Phonics (Spencer Learning)

1729. Ultimate Spelling (eReflect)

1730. Ultimate Typing At this time, Ultimate Typing is not connected to the CCS. 
However, the publisher may consider adding CCS content in the 
future.

1731. Uncle Eric Books

1732. Uncle Rick Audios

1733. Under God (Mott Media Publishing)  

1734. Understanding Mathematics: From 
Counting to Calculus

1735. Understanding Writing

1736. United States Holocaust Memorial 
Museum

1737. Universal Language Acquisiton Tool (ULAT)

1738. Universal Publishing Universal Publishing may decide to show correlations to the 
CCS, but it has no immediate plans to do so.

1739. University of Nebraska High School Some University of Nebraska High School classes are Advanced 
Placement (AP), which has ancillary connections with the CCS 
(as noted on the lists of material with Ancillary Connections and 
Standardized Tests). But non-AP University of Nebraska High 
School courses are aligned to Nebraska state standards, and 
Nebraska has not adopted the CCS.

1740. University Press of New England University Press of New England publishes its own material and 
also serves as a distributor for several other companies' 
products. Its own products are independent of the CCS.

1741. UnLock Math

1742. Unshakable Unshakable is a Creation Today subsidiary, which is independent
of the CCS.

1743. Unshakable Girl

1744. Unstoppable (Kirk Cameron)

1745. Up-a-do Unlimited

1746. Up-Words Reading Next Generation Therapy Services, the non-profit entity under 
which Up-Words Reading has been developed, has no 
connection with the CCS.

1747. U READ THRU History (Silver Lining Press)

1748. USAopoly USAopoly does not currently incorporate the CCS and has no 
immediate plans to do so, but it may possibly consider 
referencing the initiative “in the ideation and concept process for 
future game development.”

1749. UsefulCharts.com

1750. UShistory.org
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RESOURCE NOTES

1751. Valerie Bendt Books

1752. Values & Capitalism
(American Enterprise Institute - AEI)

Though an AEI research fellow has written a book that appears 
to show justification for the adoption of the CCS, Values & 
Capitalism educational materials for students have not been 
aligned.

1753. ValuesParenting.com

1754. VanCleave, Janice (Wiley)

1755. Veggie Tales

1756. Venezia, Mike Mike Venezia's books (i.e., his Getting to Know... series) are 
published by Scholastic, which has explicitly aligned many of its 
products. However, the company has not altered Mr. Venezia's 
books for the CCS and has no plans to do so.

1757. Venture Academy Online

1758. Venturing Venturing is affiliated with the Boy Scouts of America, which is 
independent of the CCS.

1759. Verbal Advantage

1760. Verbal Math Lesson  

1761. Veritas Bible (Veritas Press) Veritas Bible is a Veritas Press product. Material written directly 
by Veritas is independent of the CCS.

1762. Verity Institute

1763. Versal Versal enables any interested party to create open platform 
courses. Each course designer decides whether or not to align to
the CCS/NGSS, and that position need not be disclosed in 
course summary descriptions. Course designers should be 
contacted individually for clarification. 

1764. Victory Drill Book

1765. Victus Study Skills System

1766. Video Math Tutor, The 

1767. Videotext  

1768. Vigilance Media 

1769. Vintage Remedies

1770. Violin Book, The

1771. Violin Lab, The

1772. Virtlab

1773. Virtual Homeschool Group

1774. Virtual Instructor, The 

1775. Vis-Ed

1776. Vision Video

1777. Visualize World Geography

1778. Visual Latin (Compass Classroom)  

1779. Visual Link Languages
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http://www.mathlesson.com/
http://verbaladvantage.com/
http://www.scouting.org/scoutsource/Venturing.aspx
http://ventureacademyonline.com/
http://www.mikevenezia.com/mikevenezia/
http://veggietales.com/
http://www.wiley.com/WileyCDA/Section/id-104120.html
http://www.valuesparenting.com/
http://www.aei.org/book/education/k-12/system-reform/common-core-meets-education-reform-what-it-all-means-for-politics-policy-and-the-future-of-schooling/
http://www.valuesandcapitalism.com/
http://www.valeriebendt.com/successful-homeschooling/


1780. Visual Manna  

1781. Visual Math Learning

1782. Visual Thesaurus Though Visual Thesaurus is not aligned to or correlated with the 
CCS, the site's creator says it believes the site “supports” the 
CCS initiative. 

1783. VocabAhead

1784. VocabGrabber Though VocabGrabber – which is part of Visual Thesaurus -  is 
not aligned to or correlated with the CCS, the site's creator says 
it believes it “supports” the CCS initiative. 

1785. Vocabulary Cartoons

1786. Vocabulary.com (Think Map) Though Vocabulary.com is not aligned to or correlated with the 
CCS, the site's creator says it believes the site “supports” the 
CCS initiative. 

1787. Voice Lessons to Go

1788. VTech “VTech content is not specifically aligned with the Common Core 
Standards” and the company does not as of November 2014 
“have any plans to align [its] content with CCS in the near future.”
It is worth noting that VTech's Mathematics Expert served as a 
writer for the CCS math standards, but we have no evidence at 
this time to suggest that he promotes incorporating CCS into 
VTech products.

RESOURCE NOTES

1789. Waldorf Essentials 

1790. WallBuilders

1791. Walter Foster Publishing As of now, Walter Foster has no plans to incorporate the CCS 
into its material. It's possible – though not currently under 
consideration – that the company may use CCS-related work 
going forward, as it does “publish [its] books using the best 
content available and [is] happy to work with educators across 
the board to define how [its] books can be used to supplement 
and enrich a curriculum.” 

1792. Warfare by Duct Tape

1793. Watch My Words

1794. Waterbrook Multnomah

1795. Way to Happiness, The As of December 2014, The Way to Happiness was “looking into” 
ways to align its materials to the CCS, but it is currently 
independent of the initiative.

1796. We All Can Read

1797. Weather Wiz Kids

1798. Weaver (Alpha-Omega) Alpha-Omega has purposed to avoid using any CCS-related 
resources when making any revisions to any of its product lines, 
including Weaver.

1799. Webucator

1800. We Choose Virtues We Choose Virtues may choose to show correlations to the CCS 
in a product line marketed to public schools, but it has not done 
so at this time.
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http://we-choose-virtues.myshopify.com/
http://www.webucator.com/
http://www.aophomeschooling.com/weaver_overview
http://www.weatherwizkids.com/
http://weallcanread.com/
http://www.thewaytohappiness.org/#/precepts
http://waterbrookmultnomah.com/
http://www.watchmywords.com/Welcome.html
http://warfarebyducttape.com/
http://www.walterfoster.com/
http://www.wallbuilders.com/
http://waldorfessentials.com/
http://www.vtechkids.com/
http://www.voicelessonstogo.com/home
http://www.vocabulary.com/
http://www.vocabularycartoons.com/
http://www.visualthesaurus.com/vocabgrabber/
http://www.vocabahead.com/
http://www.visualthesaurus.com/cm/lessons/tackling-text-complexity-through-annotation/
http://www.visualmathlearning.com/index.html
http://www.visualmanna.com/


1801. Wee Bee World Wee Bee World may correlate its content to the CCS at some 
point but has no immediate plans to do so. 

1802. Weider History Group Publications
  American History
  America's Civil War
  Aviation History
  British Heritage
  Civil War Times
  Military History
  Military History Quarterly
  Vietnam
  Wild West
  World War II

1803. Well-Trained Mind, The Though Susan Wise Bauer's own educational materials are not 
aligned, she recommends resources from a wide variety of 
publishers in The Well-Trained Mind (TWTM). The CCS did not 
exist when TWTM was first published, and the book's latest 
edition came out in 2009 (just prior to the introduction of the 
CCS), but some of the providers mentioned in the book may have
since chosen to align. Thus, readers seeking non-aligned 
resources should check out the CCS position of the entities 
discussed in TWTM.

1804. Western Christian Academy Western Christian Academy uses Alpha-Omega product lines for 
all of its courses.

1805. We the People Fight Tyranny Game

1806. What Do We Do All Day?

1807. What's in the Bible?

1808. Wheelock's Latin

1809. Whistlefritz

1810. White Mountain Puzzles

1811. Who Says You Can't Memorize? (Lord's 
Press)

1812. Wikki Stix

1813. Wildflower Toys

1814. Wile, Dr. Jay  

1815. Williams-Sonoma Kids' Culinary Classes

1816. WiloStar3D WiloStar3D is aligned to pre-CCS Florida state standards, not the
CCS, and has chosen after careful study to remain as such. 
Though it does primarily recommend Teaching Textbooks (non-
aligned) for math, it may suggest other math programs at parent 
request. Those wanting to avoid the CCS should confirm the 
CCS status of the recommendations before proceeding.

1817. Wilson Hill Academy Some regular classes offered by Wilson Hill Academy do not 
include any aligned books, but others utilize both correlated (i.e., 
Jane Schaffer Writing Program) and explicitly aligned (i.e., Math 
in Focus, secondary-level Singapore Math) resources. 
Additionally, the academy offers a number of AP courses, and 
while those are not directly covered by the CCS because they are
the equivalent of freshmen-level college courses, it's worth noting
that all AP courses must be   approved by the   College Board and 
that the College Board is in the process of changing AP courses 
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http://www.aasa.org/content.aspx?id=27296
http://www.phcprep.org/what-is-ap
http://www.phcprep.org/what-is-ap
http://www.phcprep.org/what-is-ap
http://www.wilsonhillacademy.com/
http://wilostar3d.com/default.asp?iId=HILHG
http://www.williams-sonoma.com/pages/store-events/store-events.html?cm_type=gnav
http://www.drwile.com/
https://www.wildflowertoys.com/
http://www.wikkistix.com/
http://www.whosaysyoucantmemorize.com/
http://www.whitemountainpuzzles.com/
http://www.whistlefritz.com/
http://wheelockslatin.com/
http://whatsinthebible.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-FhcxKQYQFfcUxM5weQGgw/featured
http://www.wethepeoplegame.com/
http://www.westernchristianacademy.com/homeschool/
http://www.welltrainedmind.com/
http://www.armchairgeneral.com/forums/forumdisplay.php?f=270
http://www.weebeeworld.com/index.html


and tests to “reconcile” AP with the CCS. In order to maintain 
College Board approval, Wilson Hill Academy AP classes will 
have to make related changes as well.

1818. Windy City Stories (Trailblazer Books)

1819. Winning with Writing (Jac Kris Publishing)

1820. Winston Grammar  

1821. Winter Promise 

1822. Wise Reckoning  

1823. Wittenberg Academy

1824. WOLFe PACK, The

1825. WolframAlpha Though Wolfram Programming Lab is both independent of and 
explicitly aligned to the CCS – see note below – WolframAlpha, 
as a research tool, has no content connection to the CCS.

1826. Wolfram Programming Lab Wolfram Programming Lab's content is rather “open source” - i.e.,
it is written by any of the site's users. As such, it includes a fair 
amount of material that has been written specifically to the CCS, 
and Wolfram has also partnered with CK-12, which is explicitly 
aligned to the CCS. However, some content is independent of the
CCS, and one may access the latter without reference to the 
former. 

1827. Woodside Learning Center Woodside Learning Center is not interested in changing anything 
to align or correlate with the CCS. It does offer an optional AP 
track for one history course, and is, therefore, listed on the 
Ancillary Connections list with an explanatory note for that 
course. But everything else the author/tutor provides is otherwise 
independent of the CCS.

1828. WordPlay Shakespeare
(The New Book Press)

1829. Wordsworth Editions

1830. Wordsmiths (Frode Jensen)

1831. WordUp! The Vocab Show
(Compass Classroom)

1832. Word Web Vocabulary
(Sage Education Enterprises)

1833. Worksheet Fun

1834. Worksheet Genius Worksheet Genius is designed around the UK National 
Curriculum.

1835. Worksheetplace.com Worksheetplace.com content has not been altered for the CCS, 
and the site does not advertise correlations even though the 
author acknowledges that many of the worksheets do fit the CCS 
framework.

1836. Works People, The

1837. World Atlas World Atlas may consider the CCS at some point but has no 
immediate plans to do so.

1838. World History Institute

1839. WORLD Magazine 

1840. Worldview Academy
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http://www.worldview.org/
http://www.worldmag.com/
http://www.worldhistoryinstitute.com/
http://www.worldatlas.com/
http://www.theworkspeople.com/
http://worksheetplace.com/
http://worksheetgenius.com/
http://www.worksheetfun.com/
http://www.wordwebvocabulary.com/
http://www.compassclassroom.com/word-up/overview/
http://www.jsgrammar.com/
http://www.wordsworth-editions.com/
http://thenewbookpress.com/TNBP/WordPlay_Shakespeare.html
http://www.woodsidelc.com/
http://www.wolfram.com/
https://www.wolframalpha.com/
http://www.educents.com/the-wolfe-pack
http://wittenbergacademy.org/
http://wisereckoning.com/
http://winterpromise.com/
http://www.winstongrammar.com/
http://growingwithgrammar.com/1wwwProduct_Page.html
http://www.daveneta.com/
http://www.aasa.org/content.aspx?id=27296


1841. Worldview Matters (Ablaze Publications)

1842. Worldview Weekend

1843. WowzaBrain  

1844. Wow Writing Workshop 

1845. Wright on Time

1846. Write at Home 

1847. Write Bonnie   Rose

1848. Write for Success Today

1849. Write Foundation, The  

1850. Write from History (Brookdale House)

1851. Write from the Heart One Write from the Heart course is Advanced Placement (AP), 
which has ancillary connections with the CCS (as noted on the 
lists of material with Ancillary Connections and Standardized 
Tests). But non-AP Write from the Heart material is independent 
of the initiative.

1852. Write Minded Education Write Minded Education may choose at some point to 
demonstrate correlations to the CCS but has no immediate plans 
to do so in a formal way.

1853. Write More

1854. Write-On Handwriting

1855. WriteShop  

1856. Write Stuff Adventure
(Great Expectations Book Co.)

1857. Write through the Bible

1858. Write with WORLD  

1859. Writing and Spelling Road to Reading and 
Thinking (The Riggs Institute)

1860. Writing for Today (Frontier 2000 Media)  

1861. Writing Foundations  

1862. Writing Strands  

1863. Writing Tales  

1864. Writing with Ease (Peace Hill Press)  

1865. Writing with Sharon Watson  

RESOURCE NOTES

1866. XtraMath Because XtraMath simply focuses on math fact fluency, it hasn't 
made any adjustments (neither alignment for nor showing 
specific correlations to) the CCS. However, one introductory 
video on the home page shows a visual of a CCS-related test in 
conjunction with visuals of other tests.
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https://www.xtramath.org/
http://www.writingwithsharonwatson.com/
http://peacehillpress.com/
http://www.writing-tales.com/
http://www.writing-strands.com/
http://www.writingfoundations.com/
http://www.frontier2000.net/65346.html
http://www.riggsinst.org/
http://www.riggsinst.org/
http://www.learnwithworld.com/writewithworld/
http://intoxicatedonlife.com/copywork-printables-write-through-the-bible/
http://www.gebconline.com/
http://www.writeshop.com/
http://www.writeonhandwriting.com/
http://www.writemorestuff.com/
http://www.writemindededucation.com/
http://writefromtheheartclasses.com/
http://brookdalehouse.com/homeschool-writing-curriculum/
http://thewritefoundation.org/
http://writeforsuccesstoday.com/
http://writebonnierose.com/
http://writebonnierose.com/
http://www.writeathome.com/
http://www.wrightontimebooks.com/
https://wowwritingworkshop.com/
http://wowzabrain.com/accounts/
http://www.worldviewweekend.com/
http://www.biblicalworldview.com/


RESOURCE NOTES

1867. Yancy Ministries

1868. Yay Math!

1869. Yesterday's Classics

1870. Young Marines

1871. Young Scientists Club, The  

1872. Your Story Hour

1873. YouScience

1874. YouthDigital YouthDigital may consider correlating or aligning with the CCS in 
the future, but it has given no consideration to doing so at this 
time.

1875. YWAM Publishing 

RESOURCE NOTES

1876. Zazzy Learning Games

1877. Zeezok Publishing The publisher of Zeezok materials has not read the CCS and is 
not inclined to change anything in his materials for the CCS. After
he eventually reads the CCS, he may “update” his materials if he 
“feel[s] there is something of worth included in them that we are 
missing,” but he has no immediate plans to do so.

1878. zeroBio zeroBio is aligned to the Ontario (Canada) science curriculum.

1879. Zinn Education Projeect

1880. Zion Academy of America Zion Academy uses Accelerated Christian Education (ACE) and 
ILS Market materials, both of which are independent of the CCS.

1881. Zoe & Sozo Publishing 
(Matthew Christian Harding)

1882. Zoobean

1883. Zoobooks Publications 
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http://www.zoobooks.com/
https://www.zoobean.com/
http://matthewchristianharding.com/
http://www.zionacademy.com/
http://zinnedproject.org/
http://www.execulink.com/~ekimmel/index.htm
http://www.zeezok.com/
http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Browse/Search:sue%20hegg
http://www.ywampublishing.com/
http://www.youthdigital.com/
http://www.youscience.com/
http://www.yourstoryhour.org/
http://theyoungscientistsclub.com/
https://www.youngmarines.com/index.html
http://www.yesterdaysclassics.com/
http://www.yaymath.org/
http://yancyministries.com/

